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THE ECONOMIC CRISIS

The Economy •••
A Missed
Opportunity
The small man seems to have lost out again t o the upper echelons of t he private sector. Chandra Muzaffar examines
some of the limitations of the 1987 Budget and suggests that more questions have been raised than resolved.

alaysia is facing a very
severe economic crisis. A
crisis, as ancient Chinese
thinkers used to say, is
also a time of opportunity.
The government has never had a better
opportunity to move the economy and
the nation in a new direct ion - a direction
which will do justice to the dignity of
the ordinary human being.
And yet, if one examines the 1987
Budget, it is only too apparent that
the government has failed to grasp that
opportunity. A budget, it is granted,
has its limitations. Given its concern
with raising revenue and ordering
expenditure, it does not have to confront
basic questions of policy and philosophy.
Nonetheless, even a limited instrument
like the Budget can be used in a creat ive
manner, to remedy some of the underlying
weaknesses of our economy.
The major cause of our economic
crisis - as the government is fond of
telling the people all the whi le - is the
dramatic decline of almost all our commodity prices. Since most of our national
revenue is derived from these commodities like petroleum, rubber, palm-oil
and tin, among others, we are now left
w ith very little money. At the same time,
the cost of imports, like machinery,
equipment , food and so on, has increased.
A ll this is true. But what the government
does not want the people to realise is
that we would not have been so bad ly
affected by the decline in commodity
pr ices if our economy was not so
dependent upon the international economic system. Our crisis would not have
been so severe if we were self-reliant.
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The fault is largely ours then for perpetuating this dependence upon market
forces which are beyond our control.

More dependent than ever
If dependence if the disease, i t follows
logically t hat at a time like this we
should reduce our dependence. But
are we doing that? On the contrary, we
are becoming even more dependent
upon foreign investments. The government has relaxed investment conditions
for foreigners to such an extent that in

certain instances they can own up to 100
per cent equity. It is easier for them now
to repatriate all their profits. They can
be bestowed w ith pioneer status up to
10 years! The government is doing all
th is because it hopes foreign investments
will generate growth and pull the eco·
nomy out of the doldrums.
We are not against foreign investments
as such. We know that foreign investments are sometimes necessary because
they are linked to external markets
which locally produced goods may never
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be able to penetrate on their own. Foreign investments also help to develop
areas of local enterprise - like the production of certain types of rubber goods
for instance - which may otherwise
remain underdeveloped. They help to
draw out local capital. Nonetheless, for
our own long-term well-being we have
to strengthen the local capital base.
This would have been the right time
to mobilise local cap tal for investment
purposes. There is still a lot of local
capital which can be harnessed. The
response to stocks and shares, though
cautious at times, IS a good indication
of this. Besides, the rate of savings
continues to be high. These savings which
are kept in various institutions shou ld
be mobi lised and organised in a more
efficient manner to boost local investments. In this connection, a recent
suggestion mada by Tan Sri Ahmad
Noordin, the former Auditor-General,
is worth explorinQ. He felt that the
Amanah Saham Nasional (ASN) should
perhaps be opened up for non-Bumiputras
too. If they are also allowed to invest
in the scheme on condition they observe
certain regulations, it would be a tremendous UUUSl rur lh~ luc.;l:ll (.;(ljJilCll IIIClfk~t.
The funds available for investments
would expand greatly. The act of transforming the ASN scheme into a multiethnic investment venture would not
only stimulate the economy but also
restore the confidence of local business
groups in the future of the country by
giving them a clear stake in the growth
and expansion of the economy.
More than strengthening local investments, the economic crisis provides the
government w ith the opportunity to
move away from its present emphasis
on big, foreign-owned industries to
medium-sized and even small locallyowned and managed enterprises. (The
advantages of smal l and medium-sized
industries have been spelt out in the
accompanying article on the 1987
Budget). Here again, it must be stressed
that we are not ignorant of the important
role of heavy industries in any industrialisation policy. We are merely arguing for
a policy which will accord greater significance to small and medium-sized
industries.

Local needs overlooked
Because the government has failed to
do this, we continue to be dependent
upon foreign technology and foreign
experts. If local capital and local industries geared towards local needs become
central to t he economy, it is quite conceivable that technology more conducive
to our own environment, w ill also receive
an impetus. Local artisans and craftsmen
like local engineers and scientists, wi ll
automatically assume the importance
they have yet to enjoy.

·However, it is obvious t hat the government does not want to restrain the rich
and powerful from acquiring as much
wealth as they want. Neither does it
want to control their conspicous consumption. This is why (see accompanying
article on the Budget) there is no attempt
to curb non-essential imports. For it
1s the middle and upoer classes that
consume the cosmetic~ and jewellery,
the furnitures and decoratives that
amount to millions of ringgit every year
in our import bill.
Warning: Exaggerated importance given
to 'cash-crop'development

A crucial aspect of any re-orientation
towards local skills and local needs wou ld
be a dynamic food production programme. Though government leaders talk
incessantly about giving greater emphasis
to the production of food there are
hardly any concrete, tangible measures to
prove their commitment. The recent
Budget, for instance, continues to give
exaggerated importance to 'cash-crop'
agricultural development linked to palmoil and cocoa.This is not going to reduce
our vulnerability to international agricultural commodity prices.
Just as we should have begun a gradual,
systematic transformation of the economy, in the midst of our present crisis,
so should we have a\tempted to narrow
income gaps and change elite life-styles.
After all, the Minister of Finance Daim
Zainuddin in his Budget speech alluded
to changes in the life-s-tyles of Malaysians.
Some of the extravagant allowances for
the upper echelons in government have
been reduced and even abolished. But
because they are not comprehensive
enough, one gets the impression that they
are more symbolic t han substantive.
In the upper echelons of the private
sector, the sit uation is perhaps even
worse. Though some directors of certain
big corporations have taken voluntary
pay cuts, salaries and allowances of
senior executives remain incredibly high.
The government should have limited
their incomes via a specific law, considering the number of private sector
employees who are getting retrenched
these days. Likewise, the government
should have introduced legislation to
limit the profits of big companies. Such
measures would have led gradually to a
change in life-styles especially if other
more significant structural transformat ions are init iated over a period of time.
Moderation and simp licity - and not
extravagance and opulence - wou ld
have emerged as dom inant eth ical
values. Limit ing incomes and profits
at t he higher levels of society would
have also made it easier for workers and
the labour movement to accept a voluntary wage freeze.
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Burden on the poor
In contrast to this, tre government is
prepared to charge hospital fees for the
lower income groups. It is prepared to
review the textbook loan scheme and the_
free meal programme for poor pupils. ·
It has decided to increase the interest
rate on housing and car loans for even
the B and C categories in the public
services. At the same time, the government is not willing to ensure that prices
of essential goods and services are held
down during this period of economic
crisis. What this shows is that the interests
of the lower income groups are secondary
to the interests of the upper classes, as
far as the government is concerned.
There is a reason why the government
is specially biased towards the upper
echelons of the private sector in particular during this crisis. It regards the big
commercial and industrial enterprises as
the 'creators' of wealth. Without wealth
creation, the economy will remain
sluggish. If the economy remains sluggish,
everyone w ill suffer. The government is
of course righ t about wealth creation.
But the question is this - are the big
companies capable of creat ing that
wealth, of stimulat ing economic growth?
Their performance at least in the last
decade, has been most disappointing.
In spite of all the attractive incentives
given to them in almost every budget
since 1980, they have failed miserably to
undertake certain types of manufacturing
activities especially those that require a
long period of gestation. Even in the
search for new markets, they have been
on the whole, quite lethargic. If one
scrutinises carefully the period of stupendous economic growth during the late
seventies, one will realise that public
sector economic activities were mainly
responsible for the dynamism of the
market place. It need hardly be emphasised that the high commands of
the private sector have failed the people.
It does not make sense therefore, for the
government to continue to bet upon the
rich and powerful.
Now is the time to back the small man
to enable him to bui ld a genuine people's
economy. Will the Gcvernment heed
his plea?

e
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THE ECONOMIC CRISIS

ALIRAN'S VIEWS
ON THE 1987 BUDGET
The 1987 Budget has seen some cautious steps t aken in saving expenditure and raising revenue. But are these
measures sufficient in providing incentives for stimulat ing economic growth in these difficult times?

educing allowances paid to
Ministers, Deputy Ministers
and members of the administration during vacation travel
is a move that will be welcomed by the general public. The Minister
of Finance Encik Daim Za1nuddin was
also right in reducing travel allowances
for Ministers, Deputy Ministers and other
members of the administration between
10 and 20 per cent. Ali ran notes that
mileage claims by government officers
and the size of diplomatic missions and
other overseas offices are also to be
reduced.
The other budgetary measures which
Aliran welcomes are: the increase in the
tax exemption level for retrenchment
employees from $2,000 to $4,000 for
each year of service effective from 1987;
the allocation of two-thirds of the development expenditure for rural projects
with the aim of eradicating poverty; and
the modification of financial assistance
to students in such a way that 80 per cent
will comprise loans and only 20 per cent
scholarships.

R

Not comprehensive enough
However, Aliran feels that some of
the Budget proposals made could have
been more comprehensive in their scope.
One, apart from vacation and travel
allowances, Ministers, Deputy Ministers
and members of the administration are
bestowed with a whole variety of other
allowances which have not been touched
by the new Budget. Most of these
allowances should have also been reduced
or abolished. This would have been in
line with Encik Daim's praisewort hy call
for "sacrifices which must first start
with the top".
Two, while it is commendable that the
government has imposed a 100 per cent
tax on second and subsequent pensions
received by politicians and civil servants,
A liran sees no justification at all for
providing politicians with any pension.
After all , Members o f Parl iament and
State Assemblies receive tax-free monthly
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Inadequate : 5% tax increase on beers,
wines, liquors...... .
allowances which are quite substantial.
They are supposed to be in politics to
serve the rakyat o~t of a commitment
to the public good. There should be no
monetary reward for such service. At the
most, aher they have retired from politics
they should be given a gratuity of sorts
based on the number of years they had
served in Parliament or the State
Assemblies.
Three, reducing the entertainment and
housing allowances of superscale officers
by 10 per cent is not enough. These
allowances which are recent phenomena,
should be reduced by at least 50 per cent
or abolished altogether.
Four, similarly the 5 per cent tax
increase on beers, wines, liquors, cigars
and cigarettes is far from adequate. There
should have been at least a 10 per cen t
tax increase which could then be revised
upwards in subsequent years. Taxes on
various forms of gamb ling should also
have been increased with the aim of
discouraging this social vice.
More than these reve n1,1e-earning
measures, t he government should have
thought of some bolder budgetary
proposals to correct the serious current
account def icit of 2.7 billion. The government should have drawn up a list of
non-essential imports and raised high
duties on them. These non-essential
imports would include expensive furni-

ture, household decorative items such as
glassware and tableware, cosmetics and
jewellery, certain types of electrical
goods, machinery and transport equipment and even various sorts of 'junk
food'. Given the huge amount of revenue
spent on these items, such a measure
would have gone a long way in correcting
the present deficit.
The government should have also
reduced the 1mport of non-essential
drugs. This again would have saved some
foreign exchange. At the same time
there should be greater encouragement
for the development of a local pharmaceutical industry.
More than these measures designed
to save expenditure and to raise revenue,
the government should have shown
greater imagination in providing incentives for stimulating economic growth.

Stimulating growth
First, it shou ld be more directly and
effectively involved in the programme
to build 240,000 units of low-cost houses
from 1986 to 1988. A liran views this
low-cost housing programme as a major
stimulus for economic growth in the next
few years. Properly organised and implemented, it would have an enormous
impact upon growth rates. It is wrong of
the government to depend upon the
private sector alone to build the houses.
In the last 15 years, the private sector
has failed to meet the government's
low-cost housing targets. Its performance
in low-cost housing development has
been dismal. Similarly, the government
should not expect commercial banks
to shoulder the burden of financing
low-cost housing. State finance will have
to play a big role in this programme.
In this connection, it was unwise of the
government to increase the interest on
existing and new house loans from 4 to
6 per cent. Since government servants in
the B and C categories constitute a big
chunk o f present and potential housebuyers, this increase is not going to help
the low-cost housing programme.
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conserve foreign exchange. The nation
spends about 3 billion ringgit annually
in the import of all sorts of essential
foods.
Fourth, while the B..1dget promises to
encourage the private sector to set up
colleges for higher education it fails to
provide specific tax exemptions and
incentives for this purpose. Private
companies seeking to establish colleges
linked to established universities abroad
could be given 'tax holidays' for instance.
There could also be partial subsidies for
rental of buildings, purchase of educatio·
nal equipments etc. Here again, private
colleges will generate growth within the
community and at the same time, curb
the outflow of capital from the country.

Workers plight

'

~

Second, the 1987 Budget has not
provided any specific incentives for the
development of small and mediumsized industries and businesses. Small and
medium-sized industries and businesses
can contribute significantly to economic
growth. They are more labour-intensive
than the big foreign-owned enterprises.
They have a greater multipl ier effect
upon tne economy t han big capitalintensive companies. This is why Aliran
has suooested many times before that
sma ll and medium-sized industries shou ld
be given the tax exemptions, export
incentives and credit facilities that foreign
manufacturing firms are provided with
at the moment. These industries shou id

be accorded p ioneer status too for up
to 10 years.
Third, though the government is
making a huge .allocation for rural
development, there are no special incentives for food production. A liran would
have liked to see the government set
aside a part of its rural development
allocation for the establishment of a
multi-ethnic Youth Food Production
Corps wh ich would go into the countryside t o till the more than 2 million acres
of idle agricu ltural land. School leavers
and even university and col lege graduates
could be pan of this Youth Corp. Again,
food production wi lt not on ly assist
economic growth but will also help
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If the Budget is weak in its proposals
to generate growth, it is even more disappointing when it comes to its attitude
towards workers in the public and private
sectors. The Budget speech is critical of
the work ethics of eMployees without
providing concrete evicence. More than
that, the Minister of Finance has called
for a voluntary freeze on wage increases
for workers in the public and private
sectors while not demanding that companies limit their profits during this
recessionary period. Indeed, there are
companies which choose to retrench
their workers in order to maintain their
high profit levels. In this connection, it
is a pity that the government has failed
to consider important proposals mode
by public interest societies and trade
unions aimed at protecting the welfare
of retrenched workers. The government
has not taken up the suggestion of
establishing a National Retrenchment
Relief Fund with a launching grant of a
1 million ringgit from the State. Neither
has the government adopted the proposal
to make it mandatory for a company that
is closing down to give six months
advance notice to the Ministry of Labour
and the workers concerned so that terminat ion benefits could be given to the
workers as wages before other credit ors.
On the whole, the Budget does not show
enough understanding of the pl ight of
the working-class in these very difficult
times. And yet, it is the working-class
through its sweat and toil, which will
have to bear the burden of the government's debt-servicing charges that come
up to 21 .8% of tot al public expenditure.
Finally. Ali ran observes that the
Minister has made some reference t o t he
question of conf idence in the investment
climate. Confidence will return to the
market place if there is a clear distinction
between business and politics and if there
is no conflict between private and public
interests

e

Chandra Muzaffar
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Letters

We welcome letters from readers. Letters C<ln be either in English or Bahasa Malaysia.
These letters may be edited for purposes of space and clarity. The views expressed may
not be those of the Aliran Monthly. Pseudonyms are accepted but all letters should
include the writer's name and address. Letters should preferably be typewritten with
double-5pacing; if hand·written, they should be legible.
Letters should be addressed to the Editor, Aliran Monthly, P.O. Box 1049, Penang,
Malaysia.

NATO (NO ACTION
TALK ONLY!)

A

ccordingto abernama report on 16.9.86
Prime Minister Mahathir Mohammad
had stressed the importance of the
creation of a Malaysian race. This is a wonderful sound for a Malaysian Malaysia. Mahathir
should now start renaming the 'Malay Regiment' to give it a Malaysia identity. Integration
and creation of one Malaysian race will not
come about if the leader only shouts for the
public to hear but never bothers to see its
achievement. Words must be matched by
deeds!

P.M.'s DIME AND OUR WOES
n order to revive our economy, people
should have extra cash in hand to spend
so that industries can thrive and so there
will be more jobs and less retrenchment.
At present, most people are spending about
50% of their income on their housing loan/rent
and on a car etc. They use the other 50% for
their subsistence. Ideally, a person should
spend 25% of one's income on housing, 50%
on food and the balance of 25% on entertain·
ment, clothes and other contingencies. When
the government raised the loans obtainable
without a corresponding increase in salaries,
greedy developers raised the price of their
houses to unrealistic levels.
The Finance Minister has blundered again
as usual, by increasing the interest on existing
loans of government servants. By this, he is
causing further hardship to the people. He
should have only raised it for new loans and
at the same time decreased the amount
obtainable:

I

!l.g Clerks
from $90,000 to $50,000
Senior Officers from $180,000 to $100,000
All banks etc. should not give more than
$50,000 for terrace houses and $100,000 for
bungalows. This will automatically force
down prices of houses to affordable levels.
Further, those in the IMG and lower income
group should be given lots of 5000 sq. feet
free or at a minimum cost of $500. All the state
housing agencies should build either 3-4 roomed
brick cum plank houses, or kampong-5tyle
houses on these 5000 sq. feet lots. These will
not cost more than $10,000 each.
Tun Abdul Razak's 'Buku Hijau' campaign
should be revived. This will allow those in the
lower income group to save on their marketing
expenses etc. and at the same time keep the
price of market products down tor other
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Arthur's Court:
"There were two Reigns of Terror, if we
could but remember and consider it; the one
wrought murder in hot passions, the other
in heartless cold blootf; the one inflicted
death upon a thousand persons, the other
upon a hundred million; but our shudders
are all for the horror of the minor Terror, the
momentary Terror, so to speak; whereas,
what is the horror of a swift death by the
axe compared with life long death from hunger,
cold, insult, cruelty and heartbreak?"- Twain . .o:
Steven Gan
Aust ralia

•
TOWARDS ERADICATING
RACIAL POLARISATION

AGLO
Lahad Datu

•

programme. It is only through learning that
we could raise our level of awareness and
consciousness.
We have to remove the barrier between
Australia and the Third World and bring
the Third World home to Australians. The
differences between Australia and the Third
World are not a question of type but of degree.
It is very much like the differences between
the two "Reigns of Terror" described by Mark
Twain in A Connecticut Yankee In King

T

Towards a Malaysian Malaysia

consumers.
To save foreign exchange etc. Y .B. Daim
should have shopped all unwanted imports
like cars, clothes, sweets, pens, shoes etc. and
only allow essential items. At the same time,
control the price and quality of local products.
The PM has been telling us to follow the
Japanese work ethics but with a difference!
The Japs impose all kinds of tariffs to dis·
courage imports, we could do the same! We
can have barter trade with our Asean and
Asian neighbours who are also having foreign
exchange problems.
The PM and all his 'Yes' Ministers and other
cronies should STOP using their foreign cars,
clothes, shoes, household items etc. They
should buy and use Malaysian products in
keeping with the leadership by Example
concept!
The PM cannot provide a basic quality of
life to the present population and yet has
the audacity to come up with his insane policy
of a 70 Million Population!
We should go back to our basic principles
of Discipline in all ways and learn to cut our
coat according to our cloth,
'Harry 0'
Kelang ·

•
THE TWO REIGNS OF TERROR

0

ne of the better ways for Australians
to help the Third World would be to
educate themselves about global in·
equalities, their causes and possible solutions.
To do this would mean calling on the people
to comprehensively undertake "Development
Studies" at schools, like the "Peace Studies"
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he dreaded spectre of racial polarisation rearing its ugly head with ominous
consequences for our multi-racial
society every now and again, should move our
country's leaders and pundits to redouble their
efforts to search for a common ground wherein
ALL can, just like in the days of our fore·
fathers, live in peace and harmony.
I remember with not a little pride, a time
many, many years ago, when successive tourists
of European stock used to compliment us for
the way we lived together, namely amid a spirit
of camaraderie that was amply evident any·
where they went locally.
Together, all three ethnic races - Malays,
Chinese, and Indians - have struggled, fought
for and won independence. And with blood,
sweat and tears we have forged a nation
together; and now, 30 years later, our nation
stands like a beacon of light and of achievement
on the crossroads between the East and the
West.
By and large - and I say this with con·
V1Ct1on - the citizens, the peasants and the
various communities living here, have no
hatred for or any animosity towards one
another. It is the con census that everyone
wants peace at all costs. Why then, one may
ask, does racial polarization that now and
again threaten to drive a wedge between
especially the two major communities in the
partnership? The answer is simple. It is either
adventurism or bigotry on the part of a few
chauvinists who try to "play to the gallery"
in the hope of launching themselves into the
corridors of power. At them an accusing finger
must be pointed. Opportunists of their ilk must
not only be contained but must, without fear
or favour, be severely censured. Not to do so is
not only foolhardy but also c,o urting trouble of
·a magnitude that could stigmatise us forever.
We have our Constitution. We have our
Rukunegara pledging to uphold that Constitution. . . . and we have a noble National Economic Policy (NEP). At school, no matter what
the medium of instruction, the Negaraku is
sung with much verve and enthusiasm every
morning by students throughout the length
and breadth of the country. We have Radio
and TV Malaysia accentuating their daily

programmes with Solidarity themes and songs.
We have a responsible Prt!$$. Vet, all told, what
the people need is not the blah, blah but,
more importantly, a FAIR (or should I say a
fairer) implementation of our Government's
policies.
For more than two dozen years successive
opposition leaders of calibre had espoused their
concepts of an "egalitarian" society. Today,
although this adjective seems to be considered
either trite or archaic, the malaise among
the frustrated segment of the communities
continues.
Land for the landless, low-cost homes for
the poor, varsity places for the merited, aid
for religious institutions and, above all, job
opportunities for everyone needing them,
seem to be perennially nagging problems. Yet
they need to be meticulously studied for
solutions. The implementations of policies
should result in a distribution of all such
opportunities, albeit with the proviso that,
at all times, racial imbalance should be taken
into account for redress.
I am a senior citizen with no affiliation to
any political party. I began writing in 194611 years before Merdeka. It is my humble view
that the "warring factions" should sit down
together and discuss matters of common and
public interest in an atmosphere of cordiality
and frankness to resolve especially national
issues that constitute potential powder·kegs,
if only for the sake of our nation.
To begin with, I strongly urge that a refer·
endum be held over the proposed amendments
to the existing Official Secrets Act, which
some circles have described as pernicious.
Reeling under a prolonged economic downturn
with its unprecedented and terrible reper·
cussions, we certainly need this goodwill from
our Government. We can ill-afford to exacerbate the already depressing situation.
God bless Malaysia!
Ng Moon Leong
Penang

•
OSA: GOOD FOR WHOM?

I

there is one thing that the Barisan
Nasional Government should be given
credit for, I think it should be for their
persistent and unrelenting effort in testing our
intelligence and patience. The latest test which
is perhaps the most insulting one of all, takes
the form of the Official Secrets Act Amend·
ment Bill 1986 (OSA). While pretending to
practise democracy by chanting liberal slogans,
the Barisan Nasional contradicts itself in the
same breath by tabling the amendment to
the OSA. With the "Catch All" Jli'OVisions it
is obvious that it can be used as a drag net to
haul in virtually any person.
I will not repeat the issues already taken and
sufficiently discussed by others but I would
like to make two observations.
It is pertinent to note that the proposed
Bill provides for the declassification of
classified official documents. This may appear
to be a safeguard but we must ask who benefits
from safeguards of this sort.
This reminds me of a case not too long
ago about a Cabinet Minister who was involved
in an air crash. As a result of the pilot's death
there was an inquiry to ascertain the cause of
death. The evidence adduced by the Deputy
Public Prosecutor suggested that the Cabinet
Minister was negligent. Counsel for the Minister
who was holding a Watching Brief then
attempted to adduce as evidence a report not
f

relied upon by the OPP. The OPP objected on
the g~ound that the report being a classified
document was inadmissable. Although the
objection was accepted it really did not matter.
At the following Cabinet Meeting the document
was declassified. Needless to say it was sub·
sequently adduced as evidence.
This case depicts the state of affairs in this
country. It certainly tends to suggest that
stringent laws can be manipulated when it
works to the detriment of a member of the
elite. Would the Cabinet have declassified the
document had it been an ordinary citizen
without any political clout? It is in this light
that we must view any assurance given by the
authorities, the Attorney-General included.
The Judiciary should no longer stand by
silently while the Legislature intimidates it.
It is a Common Law tradition for judges to
comment temperately if nt'!cessary on legis·
lations which appear before them for inter·
pretation and application. Our judges should
therefore be bold enough to register their
displeasure in the case of certain oppressive
legislation. There is no need to fear a breach of
the doctrine of Separation of Powers. Our
Legislature knows nothing of it.
Lastly, I wonder what prompted the
Government to table the amendment to the
OSA Bill. Could it be that they are distracting
our attention from something more important?
Otherwise how can we explain the Govern·
ment's adamant stand in this matter when any
thinking soul will know that this Bill if passed
will reduce Malaysians to ZOMBIES!
T Gu naseelan
Kuala Lu mpur

•

the insight to say that one of the causes of
poverty is the emphasis policy-makers put on
Internal Rate of Returns (I R R) rather than on
the people's needs. Or. James Masing also said
that the "trickle-down policy" (in which the
present ruling elite seem to have so much faith)
is a failure in eradicating poverty in Malaysia,
particularly Sarawak.
• Batang Ai is a good lesson for us. The
people have not really benefitted from the
Project. They have been displaced from independent life of working on their own land and
many are forced to become wage labourers. No
doubt there were more employment opportuni·
ties but it was short-lived- in fact, only as long
as the constuction period. If this is what the
CM meant when he pledged to implement
labour-intensive pl'ojects to create more job
opportunities for the people, he had better
think twice and not be so short-sighted in
the case of Bakun. If the policy-makers are
sincerely concerned for development and ~
progress for the local people, we question why
the resettlement plans for Bakun have not yet
been made known to the people. How will
the resettlement scheme benefit the Bakun
people? Many of the displaced people of
Batang Ai are now daily-paid labourers; land
given to them is far short of what was promised
them. Surely this cannot be what the CM
means by "development and progress of local
inhabitants".
Rather than build Bakun Dam the people
have asked the Government to develop and
improve roads to the ulu, and improve educa·
tional and medical facilities. Therefore, in the
true interests of the people, we urge the govern·
ment to bring genuine development to the
people so that their real needs are satisfied in
the short as well as the long-term.
EPSM Bakun Dam Committee
Sarawak

BAKUN DAM: THE REAL
ISSUES

•

L

ast Sunday, the Chief Ministt:r D-dtuk
Patinggi Haji Abdul Taib Mahmud
criticised environmentalists when he
spoke about the proposed Bakun Project.
He claimed that environmentalists "were
only interested in seeing that the natural
surroundings of the area remained untouched
without giving due consideration to the plight
of the local people there". (Sarawak Tribune,
30 September 1986) It is saddening to see that
the chief policy-maker of Sarawak i.e. the
CM, has till now failed to understand the
true situation and the real issue at hand.
Environmentalists are concerned about
nature not just for its own sake but also
because it is inextricably inter-related with
people's lives. The well-being of people is
very much affected by how we treat our
earth. We tend to forget that our raw materials,
our food and other material resources ulti·
mately originate from the land. The land
sustains people. We caimot ignore the laws of
nature in blind pursuit of so-called economic
development, and we must first understand the
long-term consequences on people of such
development. We can look at the painful lessons
from Semenanjung Malaysia - 58 major rivers
are polluted and fishlife is disappearing. The
worst part of this is that it is permanent, and
it is the people who lose out. As Or. James
Masing rightly said during a recent forum "We must develop the people first I"
Ultimately, the basis on which any project
is judged should be: Does it develop the
people? Does it meet their real needs? Specifi·
cally, in what way will Bakun Project benefit
and develop the local people?
It is significant that a BN politician has
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ISA AND OSA - SANGAT
SUSAH!

0

ur beloved country is still in a state
of emergency though we are not in
a state of civil strife or war since 1969.
The ISA is a gross violation of fundamental
justice and freedom. It was proclaimed in 1960
and we are still saddled with it. The ISA gives
the government power to detain any person
without trial for any length of time and is not
subject to review or scrutiny by the judiciary.
Many people, i.e. journalists, trade unionists,
social critics, members of the ruling and oppo·
sition parties, have been detained in the past
for an indefinite period of time. Obviously,
this is an abuse of the law and it generates
an atmosphere of fear among Malaysians.
In the interview by the STAR (19 October
1986) Y.B. Oatuk Abdullah Ahmad, MP for
Kok Lanas, stated that he was framed as a
communist and was arrested because of
political vengence and also because some people
thought he stood in their way of coming to
power. Recently in Parliament, Y.B. Oatuk
Abdullah Ahmad declared that he was never
pro and will not become a communist. If what
V .B. Oatuk Abdullah said is true, then he was
falsely convicted and an innocent victim of
blind justice. I request V.B. Oatuk Abdullah
Ahmad who was an ex-journalist, ex-deputy
minister, ex-ISA detainee and now an aca·
demician, successful businessman and an MP
to strive and voice his opinion to repeal, or
delete the very same ISA which brought
injustice to him and other innocent people.
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I request him to use hiS good offices to see
that all future and pr-nt ISA detainees are
granted a fair trial by the judiciary - I hope
all the MPs will give thought to my request.
The OSA Bill will be debated in the Oewan
Rakyat in Oecember. Osa is another infamous
Bell and, if passed, will become anothtor dra ·
conian law which will deny the free flow of
information to the man in the street. OSA is
even worse than ISA. The OSA Bill is so drafted
that the people cannot question even a simple
government contract or subcontract. For
example, evan laying of drain pipes may be
classified as TOP SECRET, SECRET, CONFI·
DENTIAL OR RESTRICTED. This will bring
about the further erosion of the rights of the
people. Let not our 'YANG BERHORMATS'
forget that they were chosen by the people
whose basic rights are sacrosanct. The people
expect their MPs to read the Bill very carefully
and, all MPs, whether from the ruling or opposition parties should vote according to their
CONSCIENCE.
LONG LIVE THE KING, DEMOCRACY
AND THE PEOPLE OF MALAYSIA!!!
Pro.Justice
Petaling Jaya

•
ELECTIONS: A POINT
MISSED

I

t was interesting, exciting and educative
to peruse the various articles in our daily
newspapers and periodicals during the
election period and after. I would like to bring
to your attention one important point that
has yet to come to public notice.
There were groups - both big and small praying, fasting, keeping vigils, making a lot
of sacrifices, etc. before and during election
time for a peaceful and effective outcome
for the betterment of tha nation. It has resulted
in a 4/5 majority rather than the 2/3 majority
as was expected for the government. Though
the efforts of these groups did not come to
the fore-front, it is a matter for appreciation
as the election ended pNcefully.
The 4/5 election victory was mainly owing
to the fact the peace-loving factions and indivi·
duals were weighing the pros and cons of PAS
and UMNO/Barisan. PAS proposed to turn the
country into an Islamic State while the other
was for lslamisation. Both were abhorred by
these factions and individuals; both were not
favoured by them; neither was an opposition
perty which is considered to be racial. These
people considered both Islamic State and
lslamisation unaccepuble, but considered
lslamisation at this juncture as lesser evil and
voted for it. They voted for UMNO/Barisan
being lesser of the two evils.
Further, they believed that Barisen was
having the lslamisation policy just to placate
the virulent PAS. In order to show that they
too are ardent Muslims like the PAS members
they were promoting lslamisetion. Now that
PAS has been vanquished, it would be better
for UMNO/Barisan to tone down this policy
as everybody now knows that nobody can
win the hearts and minds of a plural society
through fanaticism and religious bigotry.
During the time of Bapa Malaysia, and
Tun Hussein On n there was much peace and
harmony amongst the people. We have to
return to that peace and harmony. Further,
UMNO as a big brother has a duty to look
after the welfare of its younger siblings first
by implementing the NEP properly by sincere
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consultations with the component parties
and through joint action, ensure that the
NEP is implemented as originally envisaged.
Well -wisher
KUala Lumpur

•
THE EMPTY BOAST: THE
EMPTY LIVES

T

he MIC should not be unduly excited
over its near hundred per cent victory
in the recent elections.
It now has a moral responsibility to do
something solid to improve the economic
status of the Indians particularly of those
in the estates throughout · the country. The
social and economic woes of the Indians in
the estates have grown manifold over the
years and very little has been done to alleviate
them.
The success of M IC as a political party can
only be judged in terms of its contribution
towards the estate worker because till today
they constitute the majority of the Indian
population in this country. If this poverty·
stricken majority is ignored and the party
gets excited over its little capitalistic ventures
then MICas a political party is a dead wood.
The people are not interested in knowing
how many MIC politicians have become
Ministers, Senators or Parliamentary Secre·
taries. They are more interested in seeing social
and economic changes that would alleviate
their sufferings and miseries. The MIC must
address itself to these challenges.
The MIC would become the laughing-stock
of the world if eleption after election it gets
a hundred per cent mandate but the economic
woes of the majority of the poor Indians in
the estates - from whom the MIC draws most
of its support - get from bad to worse year
after year.
P Rasahugan
lpoh

•
OPEN LETTER: FROM CITIZEN
TOPM
o much is said then about "the power
of the people"; emotional appeals
are made to their good judgement,
intelligence, wisdom and integrity to give one
of these political parties the mandate to form
the next government. Once it is elected, the
political party tencls to forget the people who
had given it the mandate to rule but begins to
behave like lord and matter. The people are
no longer considered intelligent and trust·
worthy enough to be entrusted with any
information about the administration of the
government that they themselves put into
power and which is suP.ported by taxes paid
by them. This is how, Sir, a lot of Malaysians
feel the way they are being treated now.
The Official Secrets Act 1972 was originally
enacted to stop the flow of information on
national security and defence to foreign agents.
We can understand that. We are aware of the
need for secrecy in these matters, but what
we cannot understand is the reason for the
proposed Amendments to the OSA 1972 Act
which will restrict the people's access to infor·
mation on the operation and function of the

S
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government even outside national security and
defence. We are shocked to note that under
the proposed amendments, any official document, information or material in any sphere
of government activity can be declared
"official secret" by any member of the ad mini·
stretion or ony person employed in a ministry,
a government department or a municipality,
town or local council. Under such circum·
stances, can there be any information that
cannot be dassified an "official secret"? It
looks as if members of Parliament themselves
would be deprived of such information. Poli·
tical parties, the Bar Council, public interest
bodies and newspapers would also be deprived
of such information, thus restricting them from
acting as watch-dogs on government activities
on behalf of the Malaysian public, while at the
same time keeping the people informed of the
various issues affecting the country. Even the
courts cannot question the need for any such
information to be declared an "officeal secret".
Already, Sir, Malaysians are living in a stat~
of insecurity. They live in fear of the Speciar' ·
Branch, the ISA and the Sedition Act. When
important matters pertaining to the govern·
ment are brought up for discussion, most of
them prefer to keep silent. They have many
questions to ask and many things to say, but
they prefer not to ask these questions or say
anything. The OSA Amendments are not going
to help improve the situation especially when
they hear about the mandatory minimum oneyear sentence. Should Parliament decide to
pass the proposed Amendments into law then
we may have nothing to ask, for everything
that we may want to know will be "official
secret". Even if we did get the information,
may be punished for receiving such information, for this information may have been
dassified an "offical secret" without our knowledge. So the wisest thing to do under such
circumstances is not only to shut our mouths
but also close our ears. Sir, is this situation
going to create a "democratic society" and a
"liberal society" that we so proudly proclaim
in our National Ideology- the Rukunegara?
To ordinary Malaysians like me, the news·
papers are an important source of information
but should these amendments be adopted,
they will be further restricted from keeping
their readers fully informed. Even now, journa·
lists feel very much restricted by so many laws
already in forcu - wilh lheir editors worried
sick about KON denials. Foreign newspapers
and journals seem to be giving more information about local affairs compared to our own
local newspapers - the Constitutional Amendment crisis and the BMF are cases in point.
With pressure now being exerted on these
foreign publ ications, we may not be getting
that much information anymore.
Sir, you must admit that such a situation is
not in the best interests of the country. The
people should not be deprived of this right to
information. Only then will the citizens of this
country be able to play a more meaningful role
in the affairs of the country. Of late, our
country, with a government committed to
a "clean, efficient and trustworthy" concept,
has been rocked over and over again by various
scandals. It is good that such corrupt activities
have been exposed so that the wrongdoers
can be punished and remedial action instituted.
However, after Parliament adopts the proposed
amendments, such corrupt activeties within
the government will be hidden from the people
under the guisa of "official secrets". causing
a deep rot to set in which will jeopardise the
well-being and good name of our country.
We are being given the impression that the
government needs such amendments to stop
the widespread leakage of official secrets even
from the Cabinet itself - in spite of the
existence of the Official Secrets Act 1972. If

such is the case, who is it that should be blamed
- the officials who leak these secrets or the
newspapers that report these leakage or the
people who read the newspapers? This leakage
of confidential government secrets only goes
to show the existence of officials who are
totally lacking in discipline, responsibility and
loyalty to the country. This situation can be
best controlled by imposing stricter control
over such officials. Why, Sir, even examination
questions are now being leaked and the
Examination Synd1cate has seen the need to
re-set the examination papers! Who is to be
blamed then - the officials who leak the
questions or the students who use these leaked
questions? Who is to be punished then?
Sir, on behalf of so many other Malaysians
who feel so much about this matter but have
not taken the opportunity to write to you, I
appeals to you:
(a) to withdraw completely the Amendments
to the Official Secrets Act tabled in
Parliament on 27th October 1986 that
would deprive the Malaysian people of
the right to information about what is
going on in the government. This would
be in line with a liberal policy that you
promised us when you first took office
as the Prime Minister of our country.
(b) to recognise the activities of political
parties (whether in the government or in
the opposition) and public interest bodies
which are involved in obtaining, assessing
and disseminating information. We would
like you to give your serious and sympa·
thetic consideration to the views expressed
by these bodies. There has been much
opposition to these proposed amendments
- with opposition coming from even
component parties of the Barisan National
itself - that there must be something
basically wrong with these amendments.
It is imperative that any responsible
government in any democratic country
should consider these objections seriously.
(c) to ensure the independence of the judi·
ciary so that it can act without fear or
favour in any dispute between the govern·
ment and the people.
It is our sincere hope and prayer that God
will guide you to take a decision that is in the
best interests of this country that we all love
and cherish.
S Fra ncis Xavier
Penang

•
ACTION A GAl NST AWSJ
UNDERMINES CAMPAIGN FOR
A DEMOCRATIC MEDIA

T

he Selangor Graduates Society (SGS)
is certainly not pleased to learn of the
Malaysian Government's action against
the Asian Wall Street Journal (ASWJ) and its
Kuala lumpur correspondents. This is parti·
cularly so since we are in the midst of a joint
campaign to seek the democratisation of
the Malaysian mass media, both in terms of
ownership and information dissemination, a
campaign triggered off by the blatant biased
reporting during the recent General Elections.
Why has the Government acted so harshly
against the AWSJ so soon after the UMNO
General Assembly? While we hold no brief for
AWSJ or any other foreign publication, we
believe that the authoriti~ should have taken
the paper and its correspondents to court for
any alleged distorted reporting. The present
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s·uiir?
action only undermines our Campaign for a
Democratic Media, as the local media will
be further cowed into conforming to even
'unuttered' directives of the Ministry of Home
Affairs.
SGS has always advocated that Malaysians
must have access to all forms of information
from all possible sources 5o that they can
contribute more effectively towards national
development. By frightening off both the local
and foreign press, the Ministry of Home Affai~s
is futher limiting our access to different view·
- points and encouraging the rumour mills. This
is inevitable, especially if the Official Secrets
Act (OSA) is even more severely amended
during the next sitting of Parliament.
While there may be no absolute freedom of
the press elsewhere, Malaysians have become
acutely aware how little press freedom Malaysia
enjoys after the performance of the press
during the last General Elections. There is an
urgent need for greater openness in the admini·
stration of all, especially the financial, segments
of the public and private sectors. Vested
interests invoke excessive and unnecessary
secrecy, without providing adequate checks
and balances. Consequently, financial shenani·
gans seem to be so easy as witnessed both by
the BMF Scandal as well as the Pan·EI affair.
Integrity and morality is not just for the
birds but vital at the highest levels of manage·
ment. Since press freedom in Malaysia is far
from satisfactory, Malaysians have had to rely
on the much maligned foreign press for basic
information about important national issues
like the Constitutional crisis and even the
story behind Musa's resignation. We cannot
(more so with the proposed OSA amendment)
count on the Malaysian media to inform us
correctly of the facts of issues (especially if the
Government does not give the clearance) nor
can it serve the vital role of supplying accurate
feedback to the Government. This is a national
tragedy as both the people and Government
will suffer in the end .
We must all criticise the harsh action against
the AWSJ because it further erodes the little
press freedom that we have left, whether we
agree or not with the coverage and presentation
of the AWSJ. Otherwise, confidence in the
reliability of the local media will be further
diminished as the public will perceive all their
reporting as that having been 'sanitised' by the
Ministry of Home Affairs.
Gurmit Singh K.S.
President
Selangor Graduates Society

•
KAUM PEKERJA DITINDAS
LAG I

Faedah Faedah
Asal
Pindaan
(a) Faedah-faedah
pemberhentian kerja:
2·5 tahun berkhidmat
5 tahun keatas

15 hari
12 hari
20 hari 15 hari
(setiap tahun
perkhidmatan)

(b) Bayaran kerja lebih masa:
Hari cuti b iasa
3 jam
2 jam
Hari Kelepasan Am
4% jam
3jam
(setiap jam
bekerja)
POTONGAN ini amatlah merugikan para
pekerja.
Jikalau seorang pekerja yang telah bar·
khidmat selama 10 tahun di sebuah kilang
mendapat gaji $400 sebulan, bila diberhentikan
bererti dia akan rnendapat lebih kurang $2,667
berdasarkan faedah·faedah asal, tetapi dia
akan hanya dapat $1,999 berdasarkan faedah·
faedah pindaan, iaitu $668 kurang jumlahnya.
lni bererti para pekerja akan menghadapi
kerugian besar.
FAEDAH·FAEDAH
PEMBERHENTIAN
kerja tidak patut dipotong atas sebab·sebab
berikut:
(1) Disebabkan

kemelesetan ekonomi, ramai
lagi pekerja·pekerja yang akan diberhenti·
kan. lni bererti golongan kaum pekerja
akan menghadapi kesempitan hidup.

(2) Faedah·faedah pemberhentian kerja yang
sedia ada pun terlalu rendah dan tidak
mencukupi. Sebenarlamnya waktu keme·
lesetan ini, langkah·langkah mesti diambil
supaya faedah·faedah pemberhentian kerja
dipertinggikan lagi supaya pokerja-pekerja
yang diberhentikan itu dapat menanggung
perbelanjaan keluarga sebelum mendapat
kerja baru. Maklumlah kini peluang pekerja·
an amat terhad.
(3) Pindaan·pindaan itu seolah-olah menggalak·
kan pihak majikan memberhentikan para
pekerja dengan sewenang·wenangnya dan
mengabaikan tanggungjawab mereka ter·
hadap kaum pekerja yang diberhentikan,
setelah mereka bertungkus lumus untuk
memajukan pihak majikan.
(4) Tindakan 101 dikatakan sebagai suatu
galakkan kepada pihak pelabur. Tetapi
pihak berkuasa patut mtnimbangkan rezeki
golongan miskin (kebanyakannya kaum
pekerja). Pindaan ini memeras peluh darah
kaum pekerja demi memberi insentif kepada
pihak majikan.
PlHAK KAMI para pekerja bersatu mem·
bantah tindakan yang melebarkan lagi jurang
ekonomi kaya·miskin.
PIHAK KAMI juga ingin tahu apakah
Menteri Buruh itu bertugas membela kauin
buruh atau berkhidmat untuk majikan.
"BERKHIDMAT UNTUK MASYARAKAT".

A

KHIR·AKHIR ini, YAB Menteri Buruh
telah mengumumkan bahawa faedah·
faedah ' pemberhentian kerja dan kadar
bayaran kerja lebih masa akan dipotong seperti
berikut:
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Puan Rohani Hussainsa
(Bagi pihak para pekerja
seperjuangan)
Pulau Pinang
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MAKE FRIENDS NOT ENEMI ES

L

ately there has been a lot of talk about
the NEP and lots of reminders about the
'social contract' and 'mere immigrants'.
This kind of fiery letting of steam is good for scoring points in the political arena and
moving one's position up the political ladder.
That's fine for politicians.
What these people do not realize or do not
bother to realise is that this kind of talk is not
doing the nation any good. It instils fear,
mistrust, jealousy, suspicion and dislike or,
worst still, hatred and contempt. If this goes
on unchecked and unabated, Malaysia might
be another South Africa. Racial hatred and
anarchy will rear its ugly head. That's the

home scene.
Out in the international scene, Malaysia
is making a lot of headlines. I'm sure, it is good
to have a Prime Minister who has the guts to
speak his mind. It is good to speak boldly and
frankly. But it must be done judiciously and
with propriety. At the rate we are going round
the world condemning the Western super
powers and almost anything Western, we will
end up making more enemies than friends.
With the severe economic recession that our
nation is going through and with no recovery in
sight, we need friends, not enemies.
One thing is sure, with this belligerent
attitude both at home and in the international
scene, it is not going to encourage more foreign
investors. It will not bring in trade.
I am not a politician, I am just an ordinary

THE OSA CAMPAIGN

THE
PEOPLE
STAND
UP
AGAINST
OSA
mong the activit ies organized by AIiran in protest
against the amend ments to the Official Secrets
Act (OSA) were: a pamphlet - " FIGHT OSA"produced in Bahasa, English and Chinese which
was widely distributed. Postcards were sent to
the MPs, t he Prime Minister and the Deputy Prime Minister.
Signatures were also collected. Aliran organized two ceramah
- one, in Penang on 25 November and the other, in Sungei
Peta ni, on the 30th. In both venues, the halls were filled t o
capacity and the t urnout clearly revealed public concern with
the wide-ranging implications at the Bill. Our Klang Radar
group held another ceramah, mainly in Tamil, on 29 November. In Sabah, Aliran together with nine other groups, orga·
nized a forum on 22 No vember. Dr. Chandra Muzaffar partici·
pated in well-attended forums organized by other societies in
Penang, Kuala Lumpur, Seremban, Malacca, Johore Bharu and
Kuantan.

A
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citizen of this country. But one thing I do
know - instead of venting our energies in
getting at one another's throats and quarelling
with others outside, let us unite, pool our
resources together, learn to trust one another
and weather this storm together and build
Malaysia into a better and safer place for every
one to live in - in peace, harmony and mutual
trust. Then foreign investors will come in. Then
let's talk about how to divide the cake.
If the people of Malaysia can learn to live
in peace and harmony, then I believe there
will be prosperity.
So to our politicians, I say, let us put our
own house in order first.
Tan Sin Liang
Kua ntan

THE OSA CAMPAIGN

THE
PENANG
CERAMAH
25 November 1988

he fantastic turn-out at this
ceramah indicated · the concern of the public towards
the ways in wh ich the OSA
Amendments would affect
their lives as c1t1zens in a democracy.
People started to fill the hall around 7pm
although the talk was scheduled to begin
at 8. Soon the crowd swelled to over
2,000, spilling out onto the foyer. Many
were reading the pamphlets we had
placed on the seats while others were
drawn to the eye-catching and certain ly
thought-provoking slogans on posters
strung around the hall. ("OSA! Nak tutup
siapa punya do sa?". "Doc's Cure For
Scandals: OSA," "MPs: Vote with your
Conscience". "What happens when you
commi t corruption? You're fined! What
happens when you expose corruption?
You're jailed!".)
The cerarnah, chaired by saudara Gan
Teik Chee, Hon. Secretary of Aliran.
began with saudara Param Cumaraswamy,

T

President of the Bar Council who elaborated on the Rule of Law and the OSA
amendments. Stressing the importance
of the separation of powers in a democracy, Mr. Param Cuma raswamy defended
the need for an independent Judiciary.
The wide-ranging definition of the term
"official secret" which cannot be questioned and the mandatory one-year jail
sentence will have a pernicious effect on
the powers of the Judiciary. The Amendments to the OSA will be an "effective
veil or cover up for high-level corruption
and economic mismanagement".
His sentiments were taken up by
Dr. Chandra Muzaffar who said that
government backbenchers and Ministers
clearly had no understanding of the real
issue in the opposition to the OSA
Arnendements. It is really a protest
against the concentration of power in the
hands of the Executive and the dwindling
of human rights. When such a concentration of power occurs, then the Legislature
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and the Judiciary cannot play their roles.
The dire implications of the Amendments
are: 1) Our access to information will be
curbed and controlled. The government
has clearly construed the nght to know,
with the arrogant assumption that it is
the government's privilege to tell or not
to tell. 2) There will be no public accountability if there is no flow of informatio"n.
We cannot then know if the government
as trustee is fulfilling its role, not only
during the polls, but every day of its
tenure. A mandate isn't carte blanche.
3) The Amendments will create a climate.
of fear and a cult of secrecy.
Saudara Lim Kit Siang criticised the
Prime Minister's use of the Whip. He
stressed that the Bill shou ld have been
referred to a Parliamentary Select Committee. Tan Sri Ahmad Noordin. speaking
from his vast experience in overseeing
public expenditure, emphas1zed the need
for public accountability particularly so
since, in recent years. the government
has tried to venture into business. He also
highlighted the fact that moral commitment is essential to MPs who are "charged
with the responsibility" of representing
the people. Encik Yazid Othman, the
President of the NUJ, warned about the
death of investigative journalism.
The speeches clearly made an impact
on the capaci ty crowd. Many pertinent
questions were raised at the end of the
ceramah and the response to our postcard appeal was overwhelming. A resolution was adopted by the people asking for
the withdrawal of the Amendments to
the Official Secrets Act and substituting
it with a Freedom of Information Act.
The cerarnah ended with people determined to continue the struggle for the
preservation of our fundamental rights
even if the Bill was passed.
Both ceramah, in Sungei Petani and in
Penang received exceedingly grati tying
support from the populace: people of
different ages, walks of life and ethn ic
backgrounds. This is a clear index of
the extent of public discontent. The
speakers at the Sungei Petani Ceramah
were Dr. Chandra Muzaffar, Tan Sri
Ahmad Noordin, Mr. Thomas Lee (liasonsecretary : NUJ-Penang) and Dr. Tan Seng
Giaw (DAP). It was chaired by Aliran
Exec-member. Dr. Mohamed Kadir.
On 7 December, 1986, a public
meeting was held in Kuala Lumpur. In
this "Drive for Democracy", people from
different parts of the country coverged
on the Federal Capital to inaugurate a
"People's Assembly for the Defence
of Freedom". The love for democracy
and fundamental human rights is defin itely alive and well among our people.
Wong Soak Koon
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HUMAN FILE

The Scavengers
Tan JoHann

•

•

nder the penetrating heat
of the scorching afternoon
sun a little girl stands with
long b leached hair, smudged
face, clothed in a tattered
dress, probably one of the better picks
in her days of scavenging.
Standing barely four feet in height,
she is busily rummag1ng through the
mountainous ·heaps of empty bottles,
used cans, discarded paper boxes, rotting
foodstuff and God knows what o ther
trash dumped by millions of people in
Manila City.
The stench is nauseously unbearable.
Flies by the thousands, frenziedly dart
from human to human; rubbish heap to
heap.
The little girl looks as if she is not at
all bothered by this playground of
garbage as vast as several football fields.
Greenish smoke is emitted from the
ground as a result of decomposition of
the trash. This scenario is typical of
"Smokey Mountain" - a reality that
has p lagued t he people of Tondo for
more than a decade.
Smokey Mountain which derives 1ts
name from the characteristic emission
of vapours, has been the "rice bowl"

U
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of more than 3,000 families living in
dilapitated shacks surrounding the dump
site. It also serves as the garbage dump
for more than 8 million people living in
Manila City.
Ninety-five per cent of the inhabitants
of Smokey Mountain derive their income
from collecting salvagable items for
junk yard shops in the city owned main ly
by Filipino Chinese. Some of the inhabitants work for more than 12 hours a
day, to iling under the blazing sun and
the stifling heat.
A lucky scavenger can earn 20 - 30
pesos a day. Others who work only 3-5
hours a day will probably get only 5-10
pesos a day, the cost of about 3-7 jerry
cans of clean water (at 1 .5 pesos a can).
One of the residents, Edie commented
indignantly that "some of the women
realising that they have nothing left to
salvage from the garbage, resort to selling
their bodies for extra income to help
them make ends meet". Prostitution is
one of the by-products of the depressing
economic conditions of the people on
Smokey Mountain.
As our group, mainly students who
had come to visit the area, trudged
through the "sea of garbage", rubbish
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trucks from the city and the surrounding
areas arrived with new loads of trash
(potential income) for the collectors.
Dozens of them hurried unhesitatingly
readying their trained eyes for items
that could bring in pesos for the day.
Men, women, youth and chi ldren, as
young as 6 years of age, raked through
the heaps, sortmg the garbage out into
different baskets stacked under makeshift huts, ready to be hauled off by
lorries to Junk-yard shops in the city.
Empty bottles fetch only 5 centavos
a kilo; tin cans, 10-15 centavos a kilo
and cellophane and plastics 10 centavos
a kilo. (100 centavos= 1 peso).
Some of the 70 or so scruffy looking
scavengers hovering over the decaying
heaps of trash, noticing strangers in their
midst, shouted English greet1ngs to us.
The little English that they know was
probably picked up from literacy programs conducted by some Catholic
Church missionary group working there.
The community is practically made
up of wooden shacks covered with
plastic paper walls. They are built so
closely together that a fire would raze
the whole community to the.ground.
In 1983, the Marcos Government, who
had intended to initiate big capitalintensive projects in Tondo had relocated
the people with promises of new homes
and jobs for the residents, in Bulihan,
Cavite, a province not far from Smokey
Mountain. They were told by the
National Housing Authority (NHA) to
move to the new area where electricity
and water supply would be provided
and adequate jobs would be given.
However, when the people finally agreed
and moved to their new homes, what
greeted them was empty promises.
According to a resident, "Our new
homes have practically nothmg except
toilets. And they are without toilet
bowls'', The people were obviously
played out. Their cries to the Marcos
Government were met with the ridiculous
suggestion that they earn their income
from agricultural activities. As if the
Government did not realise that any
kind of crops would take at least 3-6
months before they could be harvested!
Af ter a year of living from hand to
mouth and with tightened belts, the
people decided to take their chances
and return to Smokey Mountain. Setting
up tents as temporary shelters, they
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Squatter house at Tondo

resumed the struggle to survive by
scavenging from the garbage.
A housing scheme nicknamed by the
locals as "Imelda's pet project" was
implemented in Navotas, a location
which stands back to back with Tondo.
However those qualified to apply for
houses were usually middle-income
families because the selection criteria
required the monthly wages of the
applicant to be at least 1,000 pesos
and above.
The fl ies and the constant fumes of
smokey methane gas t rom the dump
site expose the community to diseases
of the respiratcry and intestinal systems.
Over the years, diseases such as these
have already claimed hundreds of lives
especially those most vulnerable children between ages 1-6.
The last visit by the Government
Medical team was in April 1986. This
would give us an idea of the kind of
Medical attention the government has
been giving to these people.
In 1979, 3fter marshall law was
declared by Marcos, PEMANA which
stands for "Pakakaisa Ng Mamamayan
Sa Navotas (Union of the People of
Navotas) was set up. It consisted of
6 organisations of different sectors:
workers, women, youth, fishermen,
jeepney drivers and one community
organization group. Their concern was
to promote harmony and unity among
different sectors of the community in
Navotas and the neighbouring towns
(Smokey Mountain is one of them).
They organize the communities for
self-reliance and set the ground work
for real community development.
Besides organizing the people to tackle
the immed iate social and economic needs,.
PEMANA also conducts research, docu-

mentation and education using participatory methods like participatory research,
education and leadersh ip training sessions
and annual conventions to consolidate
their strategies and policies. Cooperatives
and income generating programmes were
also introduced to initia te leadersh ip
training and to provide supplementary
income for the people. Since then most
of the families on Smokey Mountain
have been organised to understand their
situation in the light pf their historical
development (Marcos Government and
h1s policies) and the overall social and
political forces which have shaped their
present existence. As a consequence of
this raised consciousness. an organiLation
called Kilusang Ang Scavengers (Movement of Scavengers) was formed.
One can identify the levels which
exist in the social set up within the
Smokey Mountain community in terms
of the distribution of income. Chinese
middlemen capital ise on the junk
collected by the people and transports
them to the city to be sold to recycling
plants for relatively higher profits than
the collectors are getting for them.
In the midst of the community, the
huge, brightly painted concrete structure
of the Chinese Meth-odist Church looms
over the shanty town. When asked if
the church had helped in any way, one
resident said, "All the church did was
to offer economic assistance to the
people in exchange for their attendance
at bible studies in the. luxurious chruch.
We don't want to submit ourselves to
religious blackmail. Anyway the Chinese
capitalists are all congregated there and
we don't want to have any association
with them".
The experiences of the people on
Smokey Mountain epitomises the socio-
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economic situa:ion of many urban
poor communities in the overpopulated
cities of Philippines. Being victims of
expansive, development projects of the
Marcos regime, the ordinary workers
were deprived of their basic amenities
like
food,
shelter,
clothing
and
medication.
According to a study done by the
Food and Nutri:ional Institute ( F R N I)
in Philippines in 1982, the bottom 30%
income group of Metro Manila had an
annual income of 248 pesos-200 pesos
per cap ita income and spend all of this
on food. It was also found that more
than X (26.7%) of malnourished children
aged from 6 months-- 4 years come from
the urban poor sectors compared to the •
20.5% '1/5) among rural children.
The studies were based on data
gathering surveys of only some 1.760
households from selected regions in the
whole country. Their limitation must
be noted as this form of random selection
survey is usually not representative of
the individual communit ies saddled with
different degrees of deprivation, impoverishment and ma lnutrition. In spite
of this, the seriousness of neglect of the
urban poor sector is still reflect ed in the
Government statistics.
Perhaps in the present political environment of liberalism and increased
democratic space, the outcry of the
people would oe reciprocated with
positive responses of aid and education
from the Cory Government. Their
demands are simple. As one resident
expressed, "The most important thing in
my l ife r ight now is to have a secure job
to provide for my family, one which is
different from the life of a scavenger
on Smokey Mountain".
The people's cry to President Cory
Aquino was articulated in the Newspapers
after the "February Revolution". "We
pray that she can give us permanent
jobs, not for ourselves but for the sake
of our child ren". In this same article it
was also reported that Cory Aquino
had vowed that the urban and rural
poor w ill have the highest priori ty. The
fu ll realisation of Cory's assurances is
yet to be seen.
Given the new political climate and
promises of reforms by the Cory Government, perhaps this time the plight of the
people would be given a higher priority.
But the struggle of the people on Smokey
Mountain and many other victims of ·
the former President's dictatorial rule
should not end with just reforms and
economic improvements. The daily
struggles of the people must evolve into
a higher degree of social and political
consciousness - the seeds of a genuine
revolution of the Filipino people

e
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The writer is a Malaysian undergraduate
student at the University of the Philippines
majoring in mass communications.
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

THE U.S.
AND NICARAGUA
In Nicaragua they're trying to kill the dream

The Contras: US-backed 'freedom fighters' amidst charges of torture, rape and murder

Introduction
icaragua. today, is a nation
battling for its life. The
forces of the United States
th reaten to extinguish the
flame of hope lit in Nicaragua by that country's revolution in
1979.
In many ways, Nicaragua has too
much the feel of MoLambique three or
four years ago, on the way to the
Nkomati Accord with South Africa: an
inspiring struggle, a humane and vital
revolution, being slowly bled to death.
A Jesu it priest , now working in Nicaragua's agrarian reform sector but also
active in Chile before the coup, put the
point with scalding simp licity. "In Chile,"
he said, "the Americans made a mistake.
They cut off the revolution too abruptly.
They killed the revolution but, as we can
see from recent developments there,
they didn't kill the dream. In Nicaragua
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they're trying to kill the dream."

Background and History
Nicaragua is a country the size of West
Malaysia, but with a population of only
three mill ion it is the most sparsely
populated country in Central America.
The Pacific Coast consists of largely
fertile agricultural soil - the product of
past volcanic activity - and it is here
that 90% of the population l ives. Most of
the eastern half of the country. the
Atlantic Coast, is covered with tropical
rain forests.
Half the population of Nicaragua l ive
in rural areas and over 40% of those in
employment work in agriculture. Nicaragua's main exports are coffee, sugar,
cotton, beef, bananas, tobacco and fish.
Until 1979, Nicaragua's history was
one of colonialism, U.S. intervention and
dependency. In 1502, Columbus began
the process of colonization when he
made his f irst land ing on the Atlantic
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Coast of Nicaragua. Soon afterwards,
the Spanish conquistadores arrived frorn
Panama and subjugated the local Amerindian population. In the early seventeenth
century. the Atlantic Coast. came under
British domination.
The Republic of Nicaragua was formed
in 1838 and the British were forcibly
removed from the Atlantic Coast in 1890
by the Liberal Government of Jose
Santo? Zelaya. In 1908, the United States
backed a conservative revolt against
Zelaya, who had cancelled U.S. commercial concessions. U.S. marines occupied
the country almost con tinuously from
1912 to 1933.
The traditional aristocratic parties of
Nicaragua accepted U.S. control, but one
leading political figure - Augusto Cesar
Sandino - refused to sign a pact compromising Nicaraguan sovereignty. He
organized an army against the American
presence. For Sandina, the issue was
clear: "The liberty and sovereignty of

a people are not matters for discussion.
They are to be defended with arms."
He organized his army of peasants
and workers into a guerrilla force and
over the next six years, waged a highly
successful campaign against the U.S.
Marines from his stronghold in the
Segovia mounta ins.
Unable to achieve a military victory,
the United States was forced to withdraw
in 1933. However they left behind the
well-trained and equipped National Guard
with Anastasio Somoza Sr. at its helm.
Not long afterwards, this Somaza
murdered Sandino as he left peace talks
in Managua, unleashed a wave of reprisals
on the Sandanista mountain strongholds,
deposed the then President and established the family dictatorship. In 1956,
Somoza was assassinated and his sons,
Luis and Anastasio, became president
and commander of the National Guard,
respectively.
In 1967, Anastasio Sornoza Jr., or
'Tacho' as he was known, while still
commander of the National Guard, was
'elected' president in a rigged poll. His
brother, Luis, who had antagonized hirn
with 'liberal' reforms, died suddenly
that same year.
'Tacho' controlled every aspect of
the Nicaraguan economy. Nearly a
quarter of agricultural land and 20% of
industry was in the Sorno,:a fami ly's
hands, along with Nicaragua's merchant
fleet and airline. The family fortune was
estimated at US$900 million a
phenomenal sum considering the level of
poverty in Nicaragua. Somo,:a's use of the
State to further his family's business
interests alienated his potential supporters
in the business sector, who accused him
of unfair competition.
The trad itional conservat ive opposition was totally ineffectual and t he
Sandinista National Liberation Front
(FSLN) emerged as a dynamic force
leading to a broad ant i-dictatorship
coalition.

The FSLN
The F SLN was formed in 1961 by
Carlos Fonseca Amador, an ex-student
leader, and nine others. They took
their inspiration from Sandino, who had
fought the Somoza clan a generat ion
earlier.
The FSLN functioned as a looselystructured alliance of popular organizat ions and guerrilla forces. Those forces
were themselves composed of three
different fractions wi t h varying ideological tendencies wh ich were linked w ith
different fragments of t he all iance of
popular organizations. Moreover, each of
the mass organizat ions (e.g. peasants,
rural workers, high school and university
students, women, small merchants,
bourgeois opposition groups, urban neigh-

bourhood organizations and church
members) was forced to operate with a
high degree of local autonomy due to
government surveillance and repression.
After having been almost wiped out in
the mid-60's, support tor the FSLN
began to grow and broaden.
In 1977, political space for the Sandanistas in Nicaragua and abroad was
created when The Group of 12 (l os
Doce), a group of prominent business,
academic, rel ig i~us and professional
figures, supported them. The FSLN was
soon recogni.:::ed as the undisputed leader
of the opposition movement.
At the end of May 1979, the FSLN
launched the Final Otrensive on seven
fronts. After six months of civil war
and a two month final insurrection, the
dictatorship was overthrown.
Somoza left the country for Miami
in the early hours of 17 July 1979, and
on the 19th of July the victorious Sandinistas entered Managua.

The Revolutionary State
Nicaragua had been devasted by t he
war. The major cities including Managua,
had been bombed by Sornoza's air force
and Nicaragua's industry lay in ruins.
In the last 52 days of t he war, 60,000
people had died - most as a result of
Somoza's indiscriminate bombing. The
homeless numbered 250,000 and 50,000
children were orphaned. It was w ith this
legacy that the Sandanista set about the
task of national reconstruction.
The new governA'lent was a government of national unity, including people
from a number of political parties,
although t he dominant party was the
FSLN. Its announced policy was: a nonaligned foreign policy; a mixed economy;
political and religious freedom; and a
strong preoccupation with the improve·
ment of conditions for the poor.
Particularly str ik ing has been t he
attitude towards t he supporters of the
former dictatorsh ip. Despite the fact
that 60,000 persons (in a country of
2.8 million) had died during t he revolution; the ma jority of the dead being
victims of the Nat ional Guard's random
bombing of the civi lian population,
ind iscriminate killing and t ort ure, the
Sandan ista Revolution did not take
revenge.
Foreign Minister, Miguel d' Escoto (one
of four priests serving in the government).
recounted a st r ik ing event which symbolizes this pol icy of reconciliation.
Right after the victory, d'Escoto went
to see imprisoned National Guardsmen
w ith Thomas Borge, now Minister of the
Interior. Borge, the sole surviving founder
of the FSLN, had been impr isoned and
tortured by Somoza. When Borge came
face to face with the man who had
tortured him, he said' I have come for
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my revenge. For your hate, I give love.
And fo r your torture, I give you f reedom." Borge then allowed his torturer
to leave the country.
Under Somo?a, government policy
favoured a small wealthy mirority. The
new government designed programmes
to promote basic education, health care
and an adequate food supply for the
majority who are very poor.

The government launched a healt h
programme based on primary health care
and preventive medicine. Government
clinics provided free health care almost
everywhere in the country. Polio was
eradicated from t he country in 1982,
following a mass immuni,:ation campaign.
Campaigns against measles, diarrhoea"! .
malaria, diphtheria and other killer
diseases have vastly improved the nation's
health. The infant mortality rate had
been reduced from 120 death per thousand
to 88 deaths per thousand. In 1983 the
World Health Organization named Nicaragua as the rnodel for heal:h for the
whole of Latin America.
Many doubted whether the Sandanistas
in power could or would honour their
stated objectives of political pluralism,
a mixed economy and a non-aligned
foreign policy. But their record since
1979 is impressive.

Elections And Popular Participation
The elections in 1984, was one of t he
several concrete expressions of the FSLN
commitment towards political pluralism.
Six parties in add ition to the FSLN
contested the 1984 elections. They now
hold 35 out of 96 seats in the National
Assembly.
The November 1984 elections resulted
in a major victory for the FSLN, w ho
won 67% of t he vote. Daniel Ortega
became Nicaragua's first democraticallyelected president. The 75% turnout was
a record for Latin America, showing the
sign ificant politicization of the population. The New Assembly's first task was
to rewrite the constitution.
Elections are only part of the democracy in Nicaragua. Immediately af ter t he
revolution, the government of nat ional
reconstruction set up t he Council of
State, in which all parties, church and
business groups, and t he mass organizations, were allotted seats. This allowed
all sectors of society a voice in the transitional per iod. The most or iginal part of
this structure WdS t he particioation of
the mass organizations, the voice of
popu lar power.
Wh ilst the mass organizations are
generally suppor tive of FSLN initiat ives,
they keen ly ma intain t heir indeoendence.
What has evolved is a dynamic two-way
relationship. The FSLN's National
Directorate rarely presents a major policy
init iative without lengthy consultations
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outputs more than doubled between
1977-78 and 1983-84, and bean outputs
went up37%.

US Aggression

Young so~~iers in-training: " This war could wipe out everything we've been working
for........•.

with the mass organizations. For example,
the February 1985 austerity measures
had been a subject of intense debate both
within the FSLN and the mass organizations for at least two months prior
to the official announcement. Grassroot
campaigners led by the trade unions were
a major influence in the introduction of
the laws against the decapitali.cation of
industry and for the confiscation of
unused land.

Economy And Agrarian Reform
The aim of the Sandanista government
is to establish a mixed economy which
will give priority to the needs of the
majority. The model seeks to meet the
basic needs of the population, which once
satisfied will generate a trick le-up effect
aiding the process of accumulation and
growth.
After the revolution the FSLN took
the step of nationalizing the Somoza
clan's lands, bringing 23% of the land to
public ownership.
There, however, remained a massive
demand for land and in response to calls
from peasants, largely through the rural
trade unions, the government was
pressured into broadening the agrarian
reform programme . . Any land that was
not being put to productive use could be
confiscated, with compensation.
Between October 1981 and August
1984, almost 50,000 families rece1ved
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titles to land. Titles were given free but
could not be resold, thus preventing
concentration or fragmentation into
uneconomic plots.
Agrarian reform also involved the
provision of credit, enabling farmers to
invest for the future.
The major objectives of agrarian
policy is to ensure self-sufficiency in
staple foods, like rice, beans and corn
while at the same time maintaining
production of export crops which bring
in most of Nicaragua's vital foreign
exchange.
In the period prior to the 1979 revolution, export crops took up 22 times
more arable land than land used to
grow basic food crops and the final insurrection severely disrupted Nicaragua's
food production, leaving t he country
more dependent than ever on food
imports.
In the first years following the revolution concern that food shortages would
hit the poor hardest led the new government to use more than 100 million scarce
dollars to import food.
The measures undertaken in the
Agrarian reform have led to a situation
of less dependence for food imports.
Despite big increases in the national consumption of rice and beans, production
advances in 1982 and 1983 allowed
Nicaragua to do away with imports of
these two staples of the local diet. Rice
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President Reagan came to power in
1981 determ ined to destroy the Nicamguan revolution, claiming it was a Soviet- '
Cuban staging post in Central America.
He laun<.:hed an assault on three fronts:
diplomatic, economic and military. The
Un1ted States has tried to build a Central
American bloc against the Sandanistas
comprising Honduras, El Salvador and
Costa Rica. It has also sought to block
Western European support for Nicaragua.
Among President Heagan's first actions
as President were to end Carter's aid "'!
package to Nicaragua, and to cut off
wheat credits in an effort to provoke
food riots and to channel funds to civil
opposition sectors in Nicaragua - including the virulently anti-Sandanista newspaper, La Prensa, who by its demagogic
line of uniform destructive criticism
seems to have nominated itself for the
same kind of role played by The Gleaner
in Manley's Jamaica and by El Mercurio
in precoup Chile.
In November 1981, the United States
sent the first $19m instalment of aid to
the former National Guard, whom the
CIA had spent the summer organi.cing
into an effective fighting force in Honduras. From a band of a few hundred
poorly-armed men, the contras became
a mercenary arrny of 12,000-15,000
men, armed, trained and equipped by
the United States.
The contras (Spanish abbreviation for
counter-revolutionaries) became the blunt
instrument of US foreign policy. Presi·
dent Reagan could not praise them highly
enough calling them 'freedom fighters'
and 'the moral equivalent of the Founding Fathers'.
The reality is rather different. A
wealth of ev dence is available from independent human rights group (such as
American's Watch and Witnesses For
Peace) of the contra's systematic earn·
paign of torture, rape and murder.
These are not isolated cases, but a continuation of pre- 1979 National Guard
terrorism.
Having failed to capture a single town
in which to set up a 'provisional government', the contras changed tactics in an
attempt to sabotage the economy and
undermme support for the revolution.
Anyone or anything associated with the
FSLN or government programmes is
considered a target: schools, health
centres and farm co-operatives, along
with teachers, doctors and religious and
community leaders.
Before November 1981 and December
1984, the war claimed over 8,000 lives.

In 1984 alone, economic damage was
estimated at $255m, or over half Nicaragua's export earnings, as the contras
increasingly concentrated on economic
targets. Food production has also been
crippled by the mining of roads and
ports. the bombing of bridges and warehouses and the assassination of agricultural technicians.
The defence budget, which in 1981
took up 18% of the national budget,
had to be expanded to 40% in 1985.
This is money that would otherwise be
spent on expanding the social reform
programmes.
Meanwhile. the United States had
spent $80m on the contras - closer to
$150rn if all support costs are included.
The congressional votes against funds
for the contras in 1984 and 1985 had the
effect of 'privatizing' US fo reign policy
as a host of far-right groups, replaced
official US funding. US allies, including
Honduras, El Salvador, Israel and Argentina, have also channel led aid to the
contras. Furthermore. the United States
has invested millions in building a military infrastructure in Honduras, and has
thousands of troops i nvolved in nearpermanent war games along Nicaragua's
borders. This had the triple effect of
giving support to the contras (including
air reconnaissance). training the Honduran military, and preparing the ground
tor an eventual direct US intervention.
The Reagan administration has. on
rnany occasions, pursued its anti-Nicaragua policy beh ind the back of Congress
and in direct contravention of international law. A case in point is the
mining of Nicaragua's ports carried out
without Congressional approval and
found to be in violation of International
law by the World Court in Hague. The
United States reply was to announce
that it would ignore the verdict.
The trade embargo announced by
President Reagan on 1 May 1985 has
had a serious effect on the Nicaraguan
economy. In response, social programmes
were frozen and food subsidies, which
had meant that all Nicaraguans could
be sure of a nutritious diet, have been
withdrawn.

US Policy
When the secret CIA funding of the
contras was made public in 1983. CIA
Director Will iam Colby initially told
Congress that the 'secret war' was
designed to destroy the 'Cuban infra·
structure' in Nicaragua. Contras leader
Eden Past ora boasted of killing several
Cuban teachers working with the Literacy
Crusade, but Cuban mi litary targets
proved to be embarrassingly scarce.
The administration quickly searched
for another justification, and on 27 Apri l
1983, President Reagan told a join t

session of Congress, "Our purpose is
to prevent the flow of arms (from
Nicaragua) to El Salvador."
More recently. US administration
officials have characterized the contras'
campaign of butchery and destruction as
'pressure' to encourage the Sandanistas
to change their domestic policy. In 1984,
Reagan told reporters. "We made it plain
to Nicaragua - made it very plain - that
this would stop when they keep their
promise and restore democratic rule and
have elections."
When the elections were held later that
year (in the presence of 400 international
observers and 1,000 . journalists who
described them as free and fair) the
United States did not cease the aggression.
In January 1985 the United States
br-oke off bila teral talks with Nicaragua.
Reagan made it plain that he was not
prepared to tolerate an independent
Nicaragua.
On 22 February 1985, Reagan said
that -US policy aimed to remove "the
Nicaraguan government in its present
structure" which, he said was that of a
"communist totalitarian state." To do
'so he reasoned was "self-defence."

The Truth of the Matter
It has been alleged many times by the
US that arms used by guerrillas in El
Salvador are supplied by Nicaragua. When
we consider the arms that flow from
the West in general and the United States
in particular to oppressive right-wing
regimes. this accusation looks hypocritical. But in so far as the accusation
has been made, let us deal with it
seriously.
Firstly, Nicaragua does not share a
land frontier with El Salvador. Both
countries do have coastlines on the Gulf
of Fonseca but it would be difficult to
shift large supplies of arms, over anything
other than land. And more importantly,
despite sophisticated surveillance at their
disposal, surveillance which it is claimed
can read a number plat e in Moscow, the
United States have been unable t o come
up w ith any proof of Nicaraguan arm
supplies.
The US, it seems, is incapable of
comprehending that t he main source
of the arms used by the El Salvadorean
guerrillas is the Un ited States and its
allies. It certainly is not t he first instance,
or the last. of guerrillas capturing and
buying arms from a corrupt and divided
army.
It is also alleged that Nicaragua is a
tool of international communism and
that N icaragua is a one-party state w ith
dictatorial centralized control of the
economy and most aspects of national
life.
Not long ago, a sma ll team of evangelical church leaders from the United
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States reported that the Cuban presence
included 2,000 doctors and teachers
whose help was greatly appreciated. They
found that the Cubans had sometimes
given of themselves sacrificially and
added that 'None of the Nicaraguans
seemed to feel their independence
threatened by the Cubans'.
Of course it is true that a number
of Cubans are in the country to train
the Nicaraguan armed forces. But two
points may be made here. One is that
Nit.arag11a is a sovereign state and should
be free to invite whom it wishes. The
other is that the need to build up its
armed forces derives from the pressure
on its independence and territorial
integrity in the face of forces aided':
and armed by the United States.
There are hard facts to contradict
the United States view that Nicaragua
is in the pockets of Russia and Cuba.
Nicaragua receives as much aid from
Western Europe as it does from the
Soviet block. And economically, Nicaragua has a larger private 'sector today
than Britain under Margaret Thatcher.
If all these accusations are indeed
baseless, then why is it that the US
is paranoid about Nicaragua? The truth
of the matter is that the US feels
threatened by Nicaragua.
The people of Nicaragua won freedom
at great cost from a terrible dictator.
Today the Sandanista government is
not merely seeking to create an alternative to capital ist development but
also one which differs significantly from
orthodox definations of socialist development. Since the revolution Nicaragua
has transformed itself into an independent, sovereign state where the country's
resources are used f or the benef it of
the majority of the people. For Latin
America. and the Third World as a
whole, N icaragua represents a model
of development which is · much more
attract ive than the scenarios of US
imperalism.
When we think about Nicaragua's
prospects for the future, we recall the
statement made by Santos, a peasant
member of a co-operative in northern
Mad ri z province, in the summer of
1984: "Newly planted corn is very
delicate. Too much or too little rain,
insects, diseases, cows on the loose all kinds of problems can come up
and ruin your crop. It's the same with
our baby revolution.
Too many attacks on our co-operatives,
too many workers taken out of pro·
duction for defence, not enough food
for our people - this war could wipe
out everything we've been working for.
like the corn out there, we need peace
in order to grow "e
Rajendran Devaraj
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RELIGION

The View from
the osque
A. Salam

An Islamic perspective
on the churches in Britain

-

,-=:::s a Muslim and foreigner,
not born or brought up in
Britain, I was surprised to
find that when I needed
help during difficult moments in my life, the hand that helped
me was always the hand of a socialist,
not the Church. It must be stated here
that my faith, Islam, has a fear of
socialism and communism. I have been
in Britain for twenty-five years now, and
throughout that time I cannot remember
any occasion when Christians or the
Church helped the Muslim community
when they needed it most. It's all very
well to talk of multi-cultural education,
but I wish our Christian brothers would
put into practice one-tenth of what they
put into theory. I would like to ask my
Christian brothers how many times they
have thought "Yes, I ought to practice
what I preach. I'll go into those inner
city areas, see those broken windows and
tell the children and the people that I
meet: yes, we've misunderstood you.
Today, we people of the Church have
actually come to listen to you, never
mind try to help - we've come to listen,
straight from the horse's mouth."
Throughout my time in Britain I've
only met one Christian who has taken the
trouble to learn about our religion and
to get to know us. as people. He has
respect for other faiths because he
himself is a good Christian. A good
Christian should respect a good Muslim
or a good Jew, but a bad Christian is

A
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"We are conscious that we live under a common threat of physical and moral and even
spiritual destruction, whether by warfare or starvation, whether by exploitation or
enforced doctrination. At certain points in all these areas we are conscious of
compromise and lack ofresponsibility on our own part and on the part of our
neighbour, but we also see signs ofhope where people are sharing or open to sharing
joys and their sufferings, their resources and responsibilities. We see such sharing as a
hallmark of world community where hopes of goodwill, trust, peace and fellowship
might be fulfilled"
Statement from the World Council of Churches Dialogue Unit in Colombo, Sri Lanka

not going to respect anyone of another
faith .
My feeling is that it's all very well
for a Christian to love other people,
and talk about the benefits of multicultural education , and say "Look at
these poor people - they come from
the Indian sub-continent to live here
in slums' - but what practical use is
that? We k now that already ! How
does that help us when we need it
most?
For my community and myself,
violence, abuse, and vicious vandalism
are everyday happenings. But does that
upset the Church? Do Christians really
try to stop this? I'm afraid not. I
remember the terrible riots which broke
out in several areas of Britain two years
ago. During that time, I was approached
by some white English friends who
were socialists. They warned me that
there might be trouble in our area that
evening. The previoos evening another
Muslim community in Manchester had
suffered attacks on their shops, and on
innocent people. These friends offered
us help - they were willing to wait up all
night to protect our mosque, homes and
other places likely to be attacked, so that
we could sleep and not worry. To me,
these people are far better Muslims than
anyone I know, never mind far better
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Christians than any Christians! I remember thinking that there were four
churches in the area - how many people
from those churches came to otter us
help or protection against racist attacks?
Attacks against innocent people? If
Jesus Christ had been here then, I can
assure you he would have been sitting
with us that evening, comforting and
protecting us. And tha t's my Islamic
belief.
So, to my knowledge, not one Christian
came to offer us help that evening. When
the buildings had been burnt, and the
damage had been done, there were one
or two who came afterwards and gave
fine speeches about how tragic it was,
and how it shouldn't have happened.
But that doesn't mean that from that
day on I was against my Jewish and
Christian brothers. The real question
that arises from this is - how many
people of any religion came to help?
We're all the same - Christians, Jews
and Muslims. We're all hypocrites. Sometimes it seems to me that those people
who have no faith have more love and
affection for mankind

e

A. Salam is President of the Cheetham Hill
Mosque, Manchester and Secretary of the
Islamic Community Centre. The above article
is an extract from "Christian Action Journal"
Spring 1984

ISLAM

Dasar
Pemerintahan
Di Dalam
Islam
Badrlyah Haji Salleh Badna

slam adalah agama rasmi bagi Malaysia. Secara ringkas saya ingin menu lis
tentang tajuk ini supaya kita dapat
merenungi sejauh mana ianya menepati kenyataan tersebut.
Dasar pemerintahan Islam mestilah
diasaskan kepada konsep "ai·Din" secara
menyeluruh. Maksudnya, sebarang langkah yang dibuat hendaklah mempunyai
hubungan tiga pen juru, iaitu dengan
Allah s.w.t., dengan manusia dan dengan
alam sekitarnya. Sebaga1 contoh, di
dalam pentadbiran fiLikalnya, scsuatu
kawasan pemerintahan Islam mungkin
akan dibahagikan kepada pusat dan
daerah·daerah atau wilayah·wilayahnya.
Di dalam hal demikian tumpuan pentadbiran dan pembangunannya t idak boleh
dibeza-bezakan di antara pusat dan
wilayahnya. Mengikut peraturannya pen·
dapatan wilayah mesti dibelanjakan terlebih dahulu bagi wilayahnya sebelum
yang selebihnya dihantarkan ke pusat.
Dan pusat pula akan mengagihkan sarna
rata peruntukan kepada wilayah-wilayah
yang lain yang pendapatannya mungkin
kurang. Di dalam perlaksanaannya pemerintah mesti sentiasa sedar tentang
tanggungjawabnya kepada orang-orang
yang diperintah dan pembangunan alamnya kerana ini juga merupakan perintah
dar i A llah s.w.t.
Sehubungan dengan perkara di atas
kawasan
pentadbiran
pembahagian
diwujudkan semata-mata untuk mempermudahkan cara pentadbiran, sedangkan
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pada hakikatnya masyarakat Islam itu
sendiri tidak terhad oleh batasan-batasan
ilrnu alam, politik, atau kebudayaan
umatnya. Dengan la1n perkataan, jika
Malaysia ini dianggap sebagai sebuah
negara Islam yang terdapat di dalamnya
beberapa buah negeri yang berpenduduk
berbagai kaum dan kebudayaan, pentadbiran dan pembangunan yang diatur
dirasai
oleh
pemerintah
mestilah
sama rata oleh semua - kawasan dan
manusianya.
Islam mengutamakan keadilan. Kea·
dilan ini pula mesti mempunyai konsep
universalnya, yang juga wujud di dalam
ugama-ugama
lain
sebelum
Islam.
Memang Islam merupakan kesempurnaan
kepada ugama-ugama Kitab yang lain.
Nilai universal ini JUga mestilah dapat
mewujudkan satu perseimbangan di
antara kehcndak kesejahteraan manusia
dengan kepercayaan tentang adanya Allah
s.w.t. Maksudnya kehendak naluri manusia dari segi mental dan f izikalnya mesti
dapat dipenuhi dengan selalu mengimbanginya dengan perintah Allah s.w. t.
Oleh kerana semua manusia itu adalah
mak hlu k A llah s.w.t. maka sudah semesti·
nya kehendak mereka itu adalah sama.
Di sini Islam menegaskan keadilan pemerintah mest ilah menyeluruh kepada
semua kaum, termasuk lah yang bukan
Islam. Malah Islam menghormati yang
bukan Islam sehinggakan orang-orang
Islam sendiri dihalang daripada membantu orang-orang Islam yang lain yang
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bertikai dengan orang-orang yang bukan
Islam yang ada hubungan perjanjian
dengan pemerintah Islam. lni bertepatan
dengan dasar bahawa Islam tidak memaksa orang untuk menganutinya.
Walau bagaimanapun terdapat sedikit
perbezaan layanan di antara orang Islam
dan bukan Islam di dalam sebuah negara
Islam. Orang-orang Islam diwajibkan
membayar zakat yang diperuntukkan bagi
pembangunan kebajikan fizikal, mental
dan spiritual mereka, sedangkan orangorang yang bukan Islam dikenakan
bayaran jizyah, iaitu cukai diri yan~
dikenakan sebagai ganti zakat bagi '
perlindungan fi7ikal dan mental mereka.
Pembangunan spiritual mereka bergantunglah kepada usaha mereka sendiri
yang bukan menjadi tanggungjawab pemerintah Islam tadi. Dengan ini juga pada
umumnya bayaran zakat yang dikenakan
kepada orang-orang Islam itu adalah lebih
tinggi.
Di antara pemerintah dan yang di·
perintah pula terdapat satu perhubungan
yang sating lengkap melcngkapi. Yang
mememerintah
bertanggungjawab
wujudkan keadilan, sedangkan yang diperintah pula memberikan ketaatan.
Keadaan ini patut diwujudkan melalui
permesyuarahan dan persetujuan dari
keduanya, kerana sebenarnya pemerintah
hanya merupakan pentadbir kepada
kehendak-kehendak rakyat yang telah
memilih mereka. Mengikut Syed Outb,
seorang ulama dari Timur Tengah, seorang pemerintah itu tidal< mempunyai
hak yang lebih utama dari rakyat biasa
kecual i
hak mendapatkan ketaatan
rakyat untuk menguatkuasakan Syari'at
Allah s.w.t. (Razali Nawawi, 1983.175).
Dengan itu juga seorang pemerintah tidak
berhak menceroboh diri , nyawa, kehormatan dan harta benda rakyat mengikut
kehendaknya sahaja.
Di dalam pengwujudan keadilan sebarang perasaan benci dan prejudis terhadap sesiapapun mesti dihapuskan. Dengan tegas Islam melarang umatnya dari
membenci mana-mana kaum , kerana ini
sudah pasti akan mengeruhkan keadilan
(ai-Ma'idah:8). lni juga bertepatan dengan
konsep kesejagatan Islam yang tidal<
terbendung oleh alam, kebudayaan dan
zaman. Dengan itu juga tiada konsep
kebangsaan di dalam Islam, dan sistem
perundangannya tidal< akan menjadi
"archaic".
Berasaskan kepada garis panduan di
atas kite t idal< boleh sangsi tentang
keupayaan Islam unt uk dijadikan dasar
pemerintahan. Hanya yang dik huatiri
ialah keluhuran pengendali pemerintahan
itu sendiri. Dapatkah seorang pemimpin
semacam Khal ifah Umar V w ujud lagi
untuk membuktikannya?

e
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CURRENT COMMENT
A record of Aliran's complete press statements
made in the preceding months

OSA POSTCARDS TO MPS

I

n connection with the amendments
to the Official Secrets Act which are
being read in the current Parliamentary session, various members of Aliran
have sent a postcard to each or our sitting
MPs. The postcards read as follows:
'I implore you to oppose the amendments to the Official Secrets Act (1972).
The amendments are against fundamental
human rights contained in the Malaysian
Constitution. The Official Secrets Act
itself should be repealed in the interest or
Parliamentary democracy.'
On 26th October 1986 the general
membership of Aliran also passed a Resolution calling upon the Government to:
1. withdraw the pending amendments to
the Official Secrets Act,
2. repeal the Official Secrets Act itself,
being a violation of Parliamentary
democratic values and
3. replace the Official Secrets Act with a
Freedom of Information Act in
harmony
with
the fundamental
liberties contained in the Malaysian
Constitution and with Parliamentary
democracy as embodied in the
Rukunegara.
27 October 1986

Gan Teik Chee
Hon. Secretary

this would be a good test of their
sincerity and 'independence'. More
importantly, the present PBS government was voted into power because
the rakyat had rejected the former
regime for NOT being accountable
to the rakyat.
• Perhaps what is pertinent to ask is what will happen to the Commission
of Inquiry set up by the PBS government once this bill is passed ? Would it
mean the end of the Inquiry or would
it mean that the findings would be
classified as 'sulit' and not revealed to
the public?
• How will the public get enough information to report corruption to the
ACA?
• If anything, the recent spate of scandals
in the stock market, banking, etc.
which has been of tremendous harm to
our economy has shown that our
country is increasingly corrupt and
instead of spending time and energy
on further gagging the rakyat, the
government should be looking for
ways to plug up the loopholes that
exist in our banking and commercial
laws.
Aliran Sabah Bureau hopes that our
country's MPs who have taken an oath to
serve the rakyat who elected them will do
just that - SERVE THE RAKY AT and
NOTGAGthem !!
29 October 1986

Aliran Sabah Bureau

MPs, VOTE WITH YOUR
CONSCIENCE!

A

!iran Sabah Bureau strongly urges
all MPs especially Sabah MPs to
oppose the recently tabled Offical
Secrets Amendment Bill in Parliament for
the following reasons:
• The bill is all too encompassing in
nature such that the public will only
know what the government wants
them to know.
• This amounts to a repudiation of the
principle and practice of public
accountability. After all, our country
professes to be a democracy and as
such the rakyat has the right to know
and to have access to information on
the workings of the government.
• The present legislation is already too
severe and if anything, it should be
repealed and replaced by a FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION ACT. So the
recently tabled bill is a retrospective
action and therefore all truth-loving
Malaysians including concerned groups
and the media should oppose this bill.
• The Sabah MPs especially the PBS,
asked for and got support from the
rakyat of Sabah during the recent
State and Parliamentary elections on
the election promise to be independent of the Barisan Nasional. Perhaps
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SINGAPORE IGNORES OUR
ANTI- ZIONISM STAND

T

he impending visit of the Israeli
President, Mr. Chaim Herzog, to
Singapore has caused alarm in
some of the neighbouring countries of
Asean, whose antagonism towards Zionist
imperialism, expansionism and barbarism
are well known.
In rolling out the carpet of welcome
for the head of the Zionist entity, Singa·
pore will in fact be seen to offer succour
and comfort to a regime that has for near·
ly 40 years, perpetrated untold misery
and destruction on the multi-religious
Arab community in Palestine. This open
display of where Singapore's sympathy
lies, will invariably leave a bad taste in the
mouths of the peoples in this region who
have taken a stand against Zionism as the
arch usurper in the Middle·East.
Since the setting-up of the Jewish
entity in May 1948, the Zionists have
caused the up-rootment from their
homelands, of not less than 2 million
Palestinians. The systematic harassment
and acts of terrorism that followed,
caused the continued flight of thP original
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inhabitants to refugee camps in adjacent
Arab countries till we have a situation
today, where nearly 5 million Palestinians
are scattered across the Arab lands and
elsewhere, struggling for survival and
dreaming of one day returning to the
home of their ancestors.
The tiny entity of Israel has survived
all these years because the super-powers
see a destabilised situation in West Asia to
be in their best interests. The rich and
powerful Jews in Europe and America
have never had difficulty in influencing
Western support for the Tel Aviv regime.
These coupled with the fact that Israel
holds a strategic position at the crossroads
between Europe, Asia and North Africa
and that she is a dependable ally of the
West and the United States in particular,
helps guarantee that she continues to
exist.
On the international scene, Israel
behaves like a delinquent and a maverick,
never allowing world opinion to cram her
style. Her arms deals on an international
scale, the trade and financial muscles she
is able to flex through various transnational and multi-national corporations
and the efficient network of secretservice organisations throughout the
world, gives her the opportunity to do
mischief far beyond what her physical
size would normally allow.
It is against this backdrop that Chaim
Herzog's visit to Singapore is most unfortunate. It is all the more disappointing
because Singapore is known to have
extensive trade and military ties with
Israel. Israeli officers have been involved
for a long while in the training of Singa·
pore's military and security personnel. It is
alleged that Mossad , the Israeli intelligence
agency, even operates from Singapore.
Singapore should see its links with
Israel as wrong because Singapore is a
member of the Non-aligned Movement.
The vast majority of non-aligned nations
have nothing to do with Israel. Besides,
Singapore as a member of the United
Nations should realise that Israel has
Oouted all UN resolutions on West Asia.
Finally, though the Malaysian Government cannot interfere with the Singapore
Government's invitation to the Israeli
President, as our Prime Minister has
rightly observed, our Government can at
least ask our High Commission in Singapore to boycott all functions for the
Israeli President.

31 October 1986

Ang Boon Chong
Coordinator
International Affairs
Bureau

HARASSMENT AND ARREST
OF LAWYER

A

!iran is shocked by the arrest
of lawyer Muhammad Shafee
Abdullah who will represent two
expelled foreign journalists in the Supreme
Court on Monday. He is believed to have
been arrested on Thursday for resisting
a police search under the Official Secrets
Act.
What is highly disturbing about
Muhammad Shafee's arrest is that he
is repr<lsenting journalists who were

"~

expelled from the country after they
had written a series of articles questioning
the ethics of certain business deals
involving important political leaders.
The arrest therefore makes the public
wonder whether it is aimed at hampering
and hindering counsel from protecting
his client's interests and from fulfilling
his responsibility to the Court. The right
of an advocate and solicitor to discharge
his obligation to both client and Court
without any suggestion of interference,
coercion or intimidation from any
quarter is a fundamental tenet in the
system of justice which this nation has
pledged to uphold.
The Police, it appears, had interfered
with Encik Muhammad Shafee's duties
as counsel by going through his appeal
papers and taking away some reports
pertaining to a certain Bank of Tokyo
robbery case. The Police had obviously
used the Official Secrets Act (OSA)
as an excuse to interfere with Encik
Muhammad Shafee's legal responsibilities.
This is perhaps why Encik Shafee had
lodged a police report claiming false
imprisonment and illegal search. It
shows how OSA can be used to serve
certain purposes which may have ulterior
political motives. Indeed, Shafec's arrest
may even be interpreted as evidence of
how OSA can be used to stifle the course
of justice. The public needs no further
proof of the incalculable danger posed
by the amendments to the Official
Secrets Act which are much worse
than the present Act.
Chandra Muzaffar

2 November 1986

President

SUPPORT FOR THE PEOPLE
OF KAMPUNG
LAKSAMANAJAYA

I

t has been observed thai one can tell
much about a society from the
manner in which it treats its destitute
or infirm. In the same way the conduct of
a government or a political party in
respect of the poor and needy reflects its
true worth and nobility. In this regard the
treatment meted out to the residents of
Kampung Laksamana Jaya by the MIC
and the Selangor State Government
gives us reason to doubt their spirit to
public service.
The residents of Kampung Laksamana
Jaya have been residing near Batu Caves
for between 10 to 27 years. They have
raised families, worked the soil and
built homes on the land. Now that the
land has been sub-divided for ownership
by others some of whom may not
necessarily be needy, the residents
are threatened with eviction. Legally
they are unprotected. But morally
they have a right to the land. If the
impressive electoral mandate of the
government is to mean anything then
surely it must mean that the government
is able to uphold the rights and welfare
of the under privileged against thai of
the upper classes in society.
It is crude thai the authorities should
propose a former rubbish dump site
lacking in all the basic and necessary

infrastructural facilities without com·
pensation
as
alternative temporary
accommodation.
For this reason Aliran supports the
residents' demand for a $5000 com·
pensation and a rightful share to a piece
of land at a suitable alternative site.
Tong Veng Wye

Exco Member

2 November 1986

ZIONIST LINKS: WHO IS
REALLY INVOLVED?

A

LIRAN challenges the Deputy
Minister of Home Affairs to
name the social organisation which
has received a million ringgit from an
organisation in the West linked to the
Zionists. Since the Deputy Minister
appears to have certain details he should
have no problem naming the organisation.
He should also name the organisation
with communist, Zionist and Christian
Jinks
which stages anti-government
cultural shows.
Since both the Deputy Home Affairs
Minister and the Prime Minister have
talked often of a Zionist threat to the
country, it is high time that the Govern·
ment establishes an independent panel
to investigate the alleged threat. It is
important that such an investigation is
carried out immediately since there are
also allegations that individuals in the
Government are linked to Zionist
businessmen and Zionist business enter·
prises. After all Marc Rich and David
Zaidner who worked hand-in-glove with
Malaysian leaders in the tin-buying
episode are supposed to be Zionist$.
Zionist advertising and financial institu·
tions like Saatchi and Saatchi on the one
hand, and Rothschild on the other, are
alleged to be linked to the Barisan
Government owned corporations.
If the Government fails to set up an
independent panel of inquiry, ALI RAN
will conclude that the so-called Zionist
threat is nothing more than a cunning
move to divert the people's attention
from the crisis in the economy, the
Official Secrets Act amendments and
the corruption and mismanagement in
high circles.
Executive Committee

3 November, 1986.

STEP UP IN FIGHT OSA
CAMPAIGN

A

!iran says "Syabas" to the Gera·
kan Rakyat Malaysia and Wanita
MCA for asking the government
to withdraw the amendments to OSA
or to refer the bill to a Parliamentary
Select Committee.
There is no reason why other compo·
nent parties of the Barisan Nasional
should not follow suit. After all, the
Barisan in its recent election manifesto
pledged to uphold parliamentary demo·
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cracy and promote an open liberal govern·
meni.
Aliran for its part, is stepping up its
campaign against the OSA amendments.
Aliran has made press statements and
sent postcards on the amendments to
all MPs. Aliran has also sent a circular to
all readers of the Aliran Monthly spelling
out the dire consequences of the amend·
ments and urging them to act on behalf
of freedom and democracy. Among the
lines of action Aliran has suggested are
the following:
• Sending postcards to their local MP
protesting against OSA;
• Making phone calls to the editors-in·
chief of the major newspapers to ask
them to publicly express their oppo·
sition to the OSA amendments;
• Writing to the letters column of the
dailies expressing their feelings about
the amendments and the principle"' •
of public accountability in general.
• Organising ceramahs on the OSA in
their own localities.
• Distributing materials on the OSA
produced by public interest societies.
Aliran will also be organising cera·
mahs and producing a pamphlet on the
OSA amendments. The details will be
made public in the near future.
3 November 1986

Hamima Dona Mustafa

Asst. Secretary

(The above statement did not appear
in any newspflper- editor).

ANOTHER BARISAN PARTY
OPPOSES OSA

T

he Parti Bersatu Sabah (PBS)
now joins the Gerakan and the
Wanita MCA from within the
Barisan Nasional in opposing the OSA
amendments. Other component parties
of the Barisan should also protest against
the amendments since they are clearly
against the letter and the spirit of the
Barisan election manifesto of August
1986. The Barisan manifesto had pledged
to provide a liberal government which
would be open with, and accountable
to, the people. Since the Barisan Nasional
Government believes in democracy and
consensus, it should not ignore the voices
of protest against the OSA amendments,
inside and outside the Barisan.
It is the OSA amendments that the
Barisan parties should be concerned
about and not ethnic issues which are
being blown out of proportion to divert
attention from one of the most serious
threats ever to Parliamentary Democracy. The public should not fall into
this trap and get embroiled in a mean·
ingless ethnic debate when the real
issue at hand is the future of democracy
in Malaysia.
ALIRAN, for its part, is stepping up
its campaign against the OSA amend·
ments. It has distributed a circular to all
readers of the Aliran Monthly asking
them to oppose the amendments in the
following ways:
• Sending postcards to their MPs asking
them to speak out against the amend·
ments.
• Ringing up the editor-in-chief of any
one of the major newspapers re·
questing him or her to take a public
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stand against the amendments.
• Writing letters to the readers' column
of the newspapers spelling out the
weakneS&es of the amendments.
• Organising ceramahs against the
amendments.
• Distributing OSA protest materials.
ALIRAN hopes that by joining and
participating actively in the protest
against the OSA amendments, the ordi·
nary citizen in this country will become
more conscious of freedom and democracy and what he or she can do to check
the erosion of democratic values and
institutions.

sians are still wondering what happened
to the politicians who were recently
caught red-handed while receiving a huge
cash bribe at Penang airport.
The ACA should explain why investigations have taken so long in both
these cases and whether any evidence of
criminal offence has been obtained to
date.
Gan Teik Chee

8th November, 1986.

Hon. Secretary

Hamima Dona Mustafa

5 November 1986

Assistant Secretary

WHY MUST WORKERS BE
SA CRI FICI AL LAMBS?

T

IMPROPER AWARD OF TENDER

A

!iran urges the Anti-Corruption
Agency to expedite its investiga·
tions into the alleged improper
award of the tender for the Penang State
Government's $350 million housing projects under its privatization scheme.
Since the report of the improper
transaction was received in May 1986,
there has been more than ample time for
the ACA to complete its investigations.
Inordinate delay of this nature often
leads to the cases going stale. Th is destroys
public confidence in the ACA and
supports the belief that big fishes are
immune from corruption charges. Malay-
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he recent announcement on the
proposed cuts on retrenchment
benefits and overtime pay'ment by
the Minister of Labour is another example
of our government:s long standing policy
of sacrificing our labour to lure the
investors.
The provisions under existing labour
Jaws have proved to be unrealistically
low. Most of the existing retrenched
workers are still struggling for jobs,
their meagre retrenchment compensation
having been used up. Their .savings in
the form of valuables are either in the
pawn-shops or are sold for badly needed
cash to feed their families. Their children's
education is affected. Some families
have broken up. There are also retrenched
women workers who end up selling their
bodies.
At this time when jobs are hard to
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come by, a cut in the retrencltm~nt
benefits would mean greater hardships
in store for those facing retrenchment.
With already half a million workers
retrenched and a few hundred thousand
more to be retrenched in the next few
years according to the government's
own conservative figures, it is ironic
that a 'caring' government would even
propose to tighten further the belts of
its workers. The compensation left
after the proposed cuts would be of
even Jess assistance to retrenched workers.
The cut would also mean that it would
be cheaper for employers to retrench
workers. Besides, it could also create fear
amongst workers thus affecting their
morale and may even lead to a fall in
productivity.
If we look at the target groups that
are considered to be bearing the greatest
incidence of poverty as stated in the
NEP, the low-income workers in the
industrial sector are amongst the most
affected. Various forms of exploitation
such as the module system, contract
workers, forced 'voluntary' retrench·
ment .and other high-handed practices
go unchecked since the employers can
count on the government to prostrate
itself to protect their interests.
The cut in the retrenchment benefits and overtime payment is in contradiction to the strategy of poverty
eradication under the NEP which called
for "a pattern of development which
provides opportunities for the poor
to participate effectively in the growth
process and share in the benefits of
development".
The cut in the overtime payment is
also inappropriate. Cheaper overtime
rates could encourage the employers to
have fewer workers resulting in fewer job

opportunities. An increase in the number
of unemployed would mean more social
problems and social crimes, which would
mean incurring greater social costs.
It is improper to keep sacrificing the
poor for the benefit of the rich. Instead
of a cut in the retrenchment benefits
and overtime rates, the following measures
could be implemented:
• A Parliamentary Committee established to oversee short term and long
term employment prospects.
• A Retrenchment Monitoring body
established to keep track of, and
collect statistics on retrenchment,
rates throughout the country. The
board of this Monitor should include
representatives from the trade unions,
employers, public interest groups,
political parties, and other members
of the public. It should be made mandatory for all employers to report
all cases of retrenchment to this
Monitor.
• The immediate establishment of a
National Retrenchment Relief Fund
by the government with an initial
launching grant of $1 million. All
major corporations should be required
to contribute to the Fund. High wage
earners should be strongly encouraged
to do likewise.
• Before a company closes down, it
must be made mandatory for the
company to give six months advance
notice to the Ministry of Labour and
the workers concerned so that termination compensation could be given
to the workers as 'wages' before other
creditors.
• Tax exemption should be given in
respect of money received as retrenchment compensation as well as wages
and other monetary benefits earned
up to the time of retrenchment during
the calendar year of assessment.
• Age should not be used as a factor
against retrenched workel'6 seeking
re-employment.
• Both working parents should not be
retrenched at the same time.
• Retrenched workers who picket against
their employer should not be discriminated when seeking re-employment.
• Overtime to be stopped where more
job opportunities could be made available to the retrenched and unemployed.
Ng Sock Nye

8th November, 1986

Exec member

'The above statement did not appear
in any newspaper - editor)

A -G SHOULD NOT BE EXCUSED
FOR HIS EXCUSES

I

t is a pity that the AttorneyGeneral has merely mouthed a
series of hackneyed cliches about
'national security', ' economic growth'
and 'racial harmony' in trying to justify
the OSA amendments.
His assurance that no government
official would abuse the Act is not
enough. Justice should not depend on
the goodness of particular individuals;

it should be protected by the content
and character of the law itself.
Contrary to what the Attorney General
has suggested, the classification of Government documents into categories such as
'restricted', 'confidential' etc. is not going
to help matters because the area that
comes under 'Official Secrets' in the
amendments is all-encompassing.
ALIRAN also disagrees with the Deputy Home Affairs Minister that the
amendments are necessary to prevent
leakages of Government tenders and
projects. Such leakages may have become
rampant in recent years because the
rules governing the tenders system have
been breached in the first instances by
the political elites themselves. The solution then is to ensure integrity among
political leaders and . the government
officials concerned.
In view of the widespread opposition
to the amendments, it would be a good
idea if Government leaders met with
those who are unhappy with the Act
as suggested by the Deputy President of
UMNO, Datuk Musa Hitam.
Chandra Muzaffar

President

8 November 1986

WHERE WERE THE ACADEMIC
ASSOCIATIONS?

I

was amused to read Anti-OSA
academic's letter (STAR 13 November) about my criticism of academic
staff associations and the Malaysian
Social Science Association (MSSA) for
not taking a public stand against the
OSA amendments.
My criticism was directed against
the ac.:at.!emic associations and MSSA,
not academics. This was clear as crystal in my speech. And yet 'Anti-OSA
academic' who I presume was present at
the 9 November seminar chose to distort
what was actually said.
It is true that up to 9 November no
academic association, and certainly not
the MSSA, had come out openly against
the amendments. Sponsoring a seminar
on the media or organising a forum is
not the same thing as taking a public
stand.
Given the implications of OSA for
academic, particularly social science
research, one would have thought that
academic bodies would at least prepare
a memorandum on the issue or produce
pamphlets or articles for the popular
press. The NUJ, the Bar Council, the
Selangor Graduates Society (SGS) and
Aliran, among other public interest
societies and professional organisations
have been doing this and more. Political
parties too, like the DAP, have put in
a lot of effort. The puny endeavours
of a couple of academic bodies appear
pathetic when weighed against the
gravity of the threat to democracy
posed by the amendments. On an issue
such as this, the public has every right to
expect academic organisations to be in
the forefront of the battle.
If they are not, it is not because
they are publicity shy. After all, some
of the individuals associated with one or
two of $ese academic bodies have gone
out of their way to project their image
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through both the electronic and print
media. There are other reasons for their
lukewarm response which we will not
delve into at this point in view of the
importance of concen~rating upon the
OSA threat.
Chandra Muzaffar

13 November 1986

President

(The above statement did not appear in any
newspaper - editor)

TRIUMPH OF THE RULE OF
LAW

A

liran welcomes the revocation bY-:
the Home Affairs Ministry of the
suspension of the Asian Wall
Street Journal's publication permit. This
is a triumph of the rule of law as pronounced by the Supreme Court in Mr
Berthelsen 's case on 3 November. It is
also of considerable importance to note
that the government has conceded the
right of the Asian Wall Street Journal to
be heard before adverse action was taken
on its publication permit.
One would have thought that this
elementary principle of natural justice is
central and obvious in the administration
process of any democratic society. But
the Home Ministry had argued before the
Supreme Court that the rules of natural
justice did not apply in a case allegedly
involving national security.
In rejecting this argument and in
quashing the cancellation of Mr Berthelsen 's work permit, the Supreme Court has
asserted the independence of the Judiciary
and has upheld the supremacy of natural
justice over self-serving claims of national
security.
14 November 1986

Gan Teik Chee
Hen. Secretary

ACTING ON DEPOSITTAKING COOPERATIVES

0

rdinary members of the 24
Deposit-taking
Cooperatives
should not be made to suffer the
consequences of mismanagement and
fraudelence on the part of the directors
and officers of these cooperatives. Many
of these ordinary members are poor
hawkers, petty traders, small-holders
and housewives. A significant number
of them had invested their entire life's
savings in these cooperatives.
Instead of letting the poor suffer,
the Government should mete out severe
penalties to those responsible for the
huge losses sustained by the 24 cooperatives. Among these individuals are some
prominent businessmen and noted public
figures. The Government should institute
criminal proceedings against each and
everyone of them and more important,
freeze their assets immediately. It is such
stern action against crooks and frauds
which will deter others from mismanaging and cheating cooperatives in future.
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In the meantime, the Government should
bail out the ailing cooperatives so that
the poor and powerless will not be made
to pay for the sins of the rich and power·
ful.
Apart from the 24 Deposit-taking
Cooperatives, there are others too which
are reported to be in a serious mess. It
is alleged, for instance, that the Cooperative Central Bank (CCB) is also saddled
with massive non-performing loans to
the tune of 300 million ringgit. Some of
these loans were given out without
proper collateral. Among the individuals
who have benefitted from these loans
are well-known personalities in both the
public and private sectors. The Government should get Bank Negara to begin
investigations into the CCB. In fact,
Bank Negara on its own can commence
investigations if it so wishes.
Finally, ALIRAN is convinced that
the scandalous situation that prevails
in the Cooperative Movement would
not have come about if the Government, and particularly the Cooperative
Department, had ensured that coopera·
tives behaved like genuine cooperatives.
Cooperatives should never become profit-oriented, deposit-takers. They should
not be involved in share speculation.
Cooperatives should return to their
original role of mobilising capital for
the purpose of providing goods and services to their own members in a just and
equitable manner.

14 November 1986

Chandra Muzaffar,
President

(The above statement did not appear in
any newspaper - editor).

REPLYING TO 'ANTI-OSA
ACADEMIC'

W

e refer to the letter written by
"Anti-OSA Academic" published
in the STAR of 13 November in
which certain points had been raised
against Aliran. These points must be
cleared.
First, "Anti-OSA Academic" stated
that the Malaysian Social Science Asso·
ciation (MSSA) had not been contacted
by Aliran about its efforts in opposing
the proposed OSA amendments. It should
be understood here that Aliran's campaign
against OSA has already been widely
communicated to the public through
the various press statements issued by
its Exco members. Therefore informa·
tion about Aliran's efforts is certainly
no secret. Furthermore at a meeting of
various public interest groups convened
by the National Union of Journalists
(NUJ) in opposing the proposed amend·
ments on 20 October, Aliran, like all
the other groups present had made
abundantly clear the actions it would be
taking in opposing the amendments. The
MSSA was also represented at that meeting at which all groups present were
mutually informed of each other's in·
tentions.
It should be clear from the above
that there should be no question of the
MSSA not being in the know about
Aliran's campaign activities and it should
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not feel offended if Aliran has not
singled it out for keeping it informed.
It would have been different if it was a
situation whereby Aliran was functioning as a co-ordinating body for a joint
campaign in which case the MSSA as well
as other groups involved should be kept
in constant contact. But Aliran is not
co-ordinating any joint campaign as this
is already being done by the NUJ.
This brings us to the other point
raised by "Anti-OSA Academic" which
was that Aliran has not contacted the
MSSA about the efforts of the Informal
Movement for Freedom and Justice in
opposing OSA. This is simply untrue.
Member groups of the Informal Movement including the MSSA were informed by a letter in the nrst week of November that the Advisory Panel to the
Informal Movement had decided that
since most of the groups participating
in the NUJ campaign were also member groups it would be pointless to
organise yet another joint campaign
along the same lines. Therefore the
Advisory Panel would play a supportive
role to assist the NUJ in the campaign.
The point was also made that no
committee member of A!iran attended
a forum sponsored by the University
of Malaya Academic Staff Association
on the implications of the OSA amendments. Again no feelings of disatisfaction need arise from this. It was not as
if Aliran Exco members failed to take up
invitations to attend. The forum was
announced in the Press and left up to
anyone to attend if able. As t he
forum was held on a weekday in the
morning when Exco members have their
full-time jobs to look after, it shouln
not be surprising if they were unable
to attend the forum. Besides, ability or
otherwise to attend the forum is not
necessarily a measure of the commit·
ment of Aliran's Exco members.
Finally, it is worth nothing that
since Dr Chandra's criticisms of the
academic associations in failing to take
a public stand on the OSA amendments,
more than one such association including
the MSSA, has now taken an open
stand against the amendments. A point
has been proven.
14th November, 1986

Tong Veng Wye

Exco member

(The above statement did not appear.
in any newspaper - editor).

ALIRAN'~

APPLICATIONS TO
PUBLISH IN BAHASA
MALAYSIA

T

he reply given by the Deputy
Home Minister, Datu·k Megat
Junid, in Parliament, to Sim
Kwang Yang's question about A!iran's
application to publish a Bahasa Malaysia
newspaper calls for some clarification.
Aliran applied for a Bahasa permit
on 13 November 1983. The application
was turned down on 17 March 1984. No
reasons were given. On 14 April 1984
Aliran appealed to the Yang diPertuan
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Agong to reconsider the rejection. This
was provided for under the Printing
Presses Act, 1948, which was still in
force at that time. It has now been
replaced by the Printing Press and
Publications Act.
To this day, we have not received
any reply to our appeal. This is why
Datuk Megat Junid was not right in
saying that Aliran has not appealed
a.g ainst the decision.
The Deputy Home Minister may
want to note that Aliran has just send in
another application to publish a fortnightly Bahasa Malaysia newspaper. It
is our hope that this time our application
will be favourably considered.

15 November 1986

Gan Kong Hwee

Executive Committee

Bapa Malaysia, Tunku Abdul Rahman

BAPA MALAYSIA OPPOSES
OSA

A

Jiran is happy that Bapa Malaysia,
Tunku Abdul Rahman has also
joined the growing chorus of
individuals and groups of all communities
and from all walks of life in opposing
the OSA amendments. Earlier on, another
former Prime Minister, Tun Hussein Onn
had also expressed concern over the
amendments.
The Government should not ignore
the wise counsel of these elder Statesmen. Their willingness to come out
publicly against the amendments stems
from a genuine desire to ensure that
the people are not denied their democratic right to information. For if this
right is curbed and controlled, Parlia·
mentary
Democracy
will
become
meaningless.
In this connection, Aliran is dis·
appointed with Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad's attempt to justify the OSA
amendments. While it is true that most
democratic governments protect certain
types of information pertaining to
security and defence, the proposed
amendments are unique in that they
cover such a wide spectrum of subjects.
How many other democratic governments

in the world define 'Official Secrets'
in such an all-emcompassing manner?
How many other democratic governments
in the world provide such vast powers
to the executive to control the flow of
information to the people?
If there is so much opposition to OSA
it is not because critics are pursuing
some Western ideal of freedom. It is
because they know that the amendments
threaten to destroy the very essence
of democratic · rule, which is public
accountability.
17 November 1986
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MINING FOR THE TRUTH
ABOUT MAMINCO

"'

A

~
...,.

!iran hopes that the Government
will tell the whole truth about
the Maminco affair. It is obvious
from the contradictory statements made
by the Deputy Finance Minister, Datuk
Sabaruddin Chik, and the Primary
Industries Minister, Datuk Dr Lim Keng
Yaik, that there is much more to
Maminco than what meets the eye.
The motion by Parliamentary Opposition Leader, Saudara Lim Kit Siang to
refer the Minister and Deputy Minister to
the Committee of Privileges should give
the Government the opportunity to
come out with an honest and detailed
explanation. For this reason, Aliran
hopes that the Speaker of the Dewan
Rakyat will allow Saudara Lim Kit
Siang to table the motion.
Finally, Aliran cannot help but
observe that the Government's handling
of the Maminco affair has strengthened
the case for an open and honest administration which values public accountability. If Government leaders understood
the importance of public accountability
they would have given the people a
complete picture of the Maminco affair .
on their own volition right from the
outset. There would have been no need
for newspapers and other groups to
pressurise the Government.
What is sad is that Maminco is not
the only case of public accountability
which has been handled in such a
secretive manner. The Government's
approach to the BMF Scandal, and the
EPF-Makuwasa affair have also given
the impression that it is hiding things
from the people.
The Maminco affair like the BMF and
EPF-Makuwasa episodes underscore the
danger posed by the OSA amendments.
For Cabinet decisions come within the
Official Secrets schedule. All the documents pertaining to the Maminco affair
for instance, could be certified 'Official
Secret' by a Minister. If any enterprising
journalist gets hold of these documents
and starts investigations, he or she would
be given a mandatory jail sentence of
at least a year. For the certification of
those documents as secret is conclusive
and cannot be challenged in a Court.
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Chandra Muzaffar

17 November 1986

President

(The above statement did not appear
in any newspaper- editor).
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SINGAPORE STUBBORN ON
HERZOG'S VISIT
TITLE OF BOOK

PRICE

NO. OF
COPIES

1. FREEDOM IN FETTERS
Is a comprehensive study of the state of demo·
cracy in Malaysia. It deals with all the major
laws and institutions relevant to an under·
standing of democracy in Malaysia. It examines
all the major trends and developments which
have influenced the practice of democracy in
Malaysia.

$10.20

COST

T

he Singapore Government's refusal
to canc~l the visit of Israeli leader, Chatm Herzog to the Republic
in spite of vehement protests from the
people of Malaysia, is Lhe height of insolence and arrogance.
The visit will in the long run, create
the sort of suspicion and animosity
which is bound to leave a permanent
scar in Malaysia-Singapore relations.
Indeed, the Herzog visi~ will undoubtedly"''
have an adverse impact upon ethnic
relations within Singapore itself.

2. DIALOGUE ON DEMOCRACY
Is a collection of speeches made by leaders of
various political parties & public interest
societies in connection with the 3rd Dialogue
of Concern on Parliamentary Democracy held
in July 1985.

18 November 1986
$ 3.20

3. CABARAN-CABARAN SEMASA
A book in Bahasa Maaysia dealing with human
rights, democracy. the economy. labour. ethnic
relations, education, moral values and inter·
national affairs.

ANWAR DEFENDS THE
INDEFENSIBLE

I

t is obvious from Anwar Ibrahim's
clarification that he is trying to
defend
an
indefensible
piece
of legislation.
Including an administrative order to
the Act is a meaningless, cosmestic
concession. By confining the power to
classify any document or information
as an official secret to the Minister and
senior government officers and by con·
signing such secrets to a special file, the
fundamental weaknesses of the Act
remain unchanged.
'
First, all the 7 major areas which
come under 'Official Secrets' ranging
from Cabinet deliberations to tenders
and projects will remain as they are.
This means that the scope of what
constitutes an 'Official Secret' will still
be as wide-ranging as ever.
Second, the power of the executive
will remain as formidable as ever. The
Minister will still be able to add on to
the list of official secrets without going
through Parliament. The executive in
other words, remains guilty of usurping
the power of the legislature. At the same
time, the Minister's certification of
what is an 'Official Secret' cannot be
challenged in any Court of law.
Third, this also means t hat the adminis·
trative order has in no way helped to
restore the authority of the Judiciary.
For the Judiciary will still be unable
to interpret whether a particular document deserves to be classified an 'Official
Secret'. It will not be able to question
the Executive's classification. Besides, the
Judiciary will still have no choice but
to impose a mandatory jail term of
a year.
It is a pity that Anwar has not understood the real reasons for the people's
objections to the amendments. It is one,
the overwhelming power that the amend·
ments bestow upon the executive; two,
the weakening of the legislature's

$ 7.20

4. PANDANGAN ALIRAN:
Mengandungi pendapat, cadangan. analisa dan
komen yang jarang tersiar di akhbar·akhbar
tempatan.

'6.

LIMA P£RSOALAN is the translation of

$ 10.20

$ 3.70

.5 Controversies' into Bahasa Malaysia

6.

7.

8.

9.

CORRUPTION contains papers on various
aspects of this social scourge presented by
AI iran officials and guest speakers at a seminar
held in November 1980. It is easily readable,
informative and analytical.

$ 4.20

THEAN TEIK : THE OTHER SIDE OF
DEVELOPMENT discusses the Thean Teik
dispute objectively and raises the question,
"Development for Whom?"

$ 3.20

THE ARMS RACE: HUMANITY IN CRISIS
reflects a common humanitarian viewpoint
on the awful realities of modern warfare. It
attempts to consider the transformation of
man and society as the means towards
achieving a worldwide peace.
WE SHALL OVERCOME- SONGS OF
HUMANITY is a rich and varied collection
of songs dealing with reality. hope, freedom,
justice, unity, peace, compassion, etc.

$ 5.20

$ 4.20

10. ALIRAN MONTHLY

-

12 issues•
24 issues:

$10.50
$20.50

Bank Commission for outstation cheque

$ 0.50

1 year's subscription
2 year's subscription

-

TOTAL
*Prices inclusive of Postage. For overseas orders: prices are in US$.
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Chandra Muzaffar
President
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auth-ority and three, the ousting of the
Judiciary's jurisdication which the people
are concerned about.
It is mischievous of Anwar to suggest
that OSA will not affect the flow of
information from the Government to
the people. By its very nature, the amendments will restrict information flow.
It will make the Government less
accountable.
If the Government only wants to
protect information that threatens the
nation's security, then Anwar should look
at how other democratic countries
define security. Their definitions of
national security are often precise and
specific;
Finally, if Anwar wants a society
that is knowledgeable and values the
free flow of information, he should first
help to get rid of OSA. Then he should
propose a Freedom of Information Act.
For only such an Act will encourage
the free flow of information and help
create a thinking, knowledgeable society.
Chandra Muzaffar

22 November 1986

President

OSA: ACCOUNTABILITY AND
ISLAM

I

n the course of the protest against
the OSA amendments, a number
of groups and individuals have
appealed to Barisan MPs to reject the
Bill guided by their conscience.
This is advice of great spiritual significance. For conscience, in a sense, is
the "inner voice", the guidance of God.
It is what provides us with a notion of
right and wrong. All the moral injunctions
embodied in the different religions the Ten Commandments in Judaism,
the Sermon on the Mount in Christianity
and the eight-fold path in Buddhism are related to the concept of conscience.
So is the Islamic call to humankind to
en"join what is right and forbid what is
wrong.
Since the majority of Barisan MPs
are Muslims, it would be useful to
examine from an Islamic perspective,
how the question of conscience is related
to the major issues raised by the opponents of OSA.
The three major issues which concern the OSA critics are growing
Executive dominance, the weakening
of the authority of the Judiciary and
diminishing public accountability.
Executive Dominance

Executive dominance, to start with,
is reflected in the all-emcompassing
character of the Official Secrets schedule
which bestows the Government with
almost total control over vital information. Besides, a Minister can add to or
delete from the Schedule without consulting Parliament. The power of the Executive is also seen in its unchallengeable
right to determine 'an official secret'.
Giving such extensive powers to the
Executive in a non-war situation has no
basis in Islamic political theory. A leader
however important he may be, exercises
only relative power and limited authority
since all power and authority are vested
wi~h God. Indeed, as God's vicegerent

on earth, the human being must not only
recognise how modest his own powers
are but also acknowledge the rights and
responsibilities of every other vicegerent.
It is mainly through this shared status
of the human being as God's vicegerent,
that Islam attempts to distribute power
as equitably as possible within the
community. This implies that no human
being should accumulate vast powers
at the expense of other people. Such
accumulation of power tends to inflate
one's ego. Egoistic pride of this sort is
a cardinal sin in Islam. It expresses
itself through arrogance and can sometimes lead to tyranny (Sura Al-Araaf:
133). This is why Islamic political thought
has always cautioned against the concentration of power in any one individual
or group. Seen within our own context,
this is the essential characteristic of
Executive dominance.
Authority of the Judiciary

If the concentration of power with
the elites is wrong from the point of view
of Islamic thought, so is the erosion of
the independence and authority of the
Judiciary. That the OSA amendments
threaten the integrity of the Judiciary, it
goes without saying. The Courts not
only cannot question the classification
of a document or information as secret
by the Executive but they also have
no choice but to impose a one year
mandatory jail sentence upon the offender. In the first instance the authority
of the Judiciary is adversely affected;
in the second, its independence is curbed.
And yet, Islamic history is replete with
examples of how illustrous Caliphs went
out of their way to protect and even enhance the independent authority of the
judges they had appointed and how
pious judges defended their impartially
and autonomy at the risk of their lives.
There is the well-kqown story of the
fourth Caliph, Ali ibn-Talib accepting with
magnanimity a decision of a Judge which
went against his own interests. He saw no
need to amend any Jaw or restrict the
authority of the Judge. There were judges
like the Maliki judge of Baghdad at the
beginning of the lOth century, who
insisted upon his independence from the
Ruler and his right to interpret the law,
as conditions for his accepting the
appointment. Sacral personalities like
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal and Abu Hanifa
refused to become judges lest they were
forced by the political authorities to
give legal interpretations which compro·
mised their independence and integrity.
It is partly because of this tradition,
that the model Islamic constitution prepared by the Islamic Council of Europe
in 1983, gives such importance to the
independence of the Judiciary. Article
36(a) of that Constitution, for instance,
states, "The Judi-ciary is independent
and free from all influence of the Executive and is responsible for the administration of justice and the protection of
the rights and obligations of the people."
Accounting to the people
As important as the authority and
independence of the Judiciary in Islamic
philosoph-y, is public accountability.
Leaders have to account to their people
on how they are managing the affairs of
the community. They have to consult
their people and seek their consent
before formulating policies which have
a bearing upon the public good.
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Indeed, there were certain just and upright Caliphs who hid nothing from their
people. They went to the extent of
informing their subjects of the food
they ate and the clothes they wore.· It
is said that when the second Caliph Umar
Ibn Khattab was ill, he sought the
permission of the people before using
some medicine kept in the Bait'ul-mal
(public treasury). Umar, history tells
us, gave detailed information to the
people on proposed changes to public
policies and obtained their consent.., ,
before implementing them. This was
also true of the Umayyad Caliph, Umar
Ibn Abd-al-Aziz who subjected almost
every aspect of his personal conduct
including his financial position, to publi~
scrutiny. Some latter-day Rulers like
Shehu Uthman dan Fodio were also
deeply committed to public accountability. It is not surprising therefore that
there is a whole institution in Islamic
philosophy charged with the task of
ensuri!lg public accountability, called
the Htsbah. One of the main purposes of
the Hisbah is to review the work of offi·
cials of the State and rectify cases of
maladministration, neglect or dereliction
of duty on their part.
Viewed against this backdrop, the present OSA and its proposed amendments
undoubtedly repudiate both the principle
and the practice of public accountability.
The wide variety of subjects covered by
the Official Secrets schedule and the
harsh penalty for any breach of the Jaw,
even if it is in the public interest, will
reduce the flow of information from
the Government to the people. Besides,
the very act of institutionalizing secrecy
in various areas of public life will lead to
the development of a cult of secrecy
which would be the antithesis of the
open, honest notion of government
cherished in Islamic thought.
It is clear from this analysis that
from an Islamic standpoint there is
no defence at all for the OSA amend·
ments. It would be possible to argue,
I am sure, that from the perspective
of Buddhist, Hindu, Christian, and
Sikh values and ethics too, there is
no basis for a law which increases Executive dominance and decreases public
accountability.
Barisan members of Parliament should
be guided by these values and ethics
when they vote on the Amendment Bill.
This is the guidance they must seek
from their conscience.
The choice is theirs: either they
respond to the still distant cry of conscience or react to the distinct crack of
the whip. The former is the inner voice of
God; the latter the crass command of
the Satan of self-interest. This is why
our MPs would do well not to rebel
against conscience. For as the scholar,
Kamal Hussein, once noted, "No evil
has ever happened which does not originate in this will of men to slay their
conscience and extinguish its light".
Chandra Muzaffar

30 November, 1986.
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Thinking Allowed
A closer look at what people say and do the world over

o much has been said and
written, till red in the face
just short of apoplexy,
against the proposed amendments to the Official Sec:rm
what? You've
for it.
You've voted for a strong government
with a 4/5th majority. What can you do
about it now? Nothing. So you deserve
what's coming. Not only have you given
away your rights but also your mind.
Now you must be told what's good for
you. The Government knows better.
Whft are Ill these uncouth whimperings
aoming from you in connection with
OSA? Oh, you are only overreacting,
over..motional, mischievous and selfish.
Most unbeooming of a Malaysian citizen.
You're simply letting your imagination
run riot. You're lmegining al sorts of
thingl from serpents to spectres where
there . . none. You also don't know
whether you're coming or going. You're
Ill mixed-up. You are unable to see the
wood for the treeL You're making
mountains out of molehills. What's wrong
with you?........,_ or something?
Now thllt YGU're feeling so helpless
~r Ill the tantru• you've kicked up,
why not lrin and bMr lt7 Smile though
your h•rt is IChinl- Remember, every
cloud his a silver lining. VCMW luders
. . dally remindlnt , . . wfth the
....,.._ 1lult the . . .ndtd OSA . .
ltllNr be • • ID you should be happy

•ect

about it and accept it with open arms.
Remember, you have similarly been
reassured that the OSA will not be
misused! Therefore your suspicions of
your Government's intentions are utterly
unfounded.
How many of us have observed how
jumpy and impetuous all along our
leaders are? The Government's move to
tighten the OSA further reminds me of
the Constitutional crisis hullabaloo not
10 long 8110 when the Government
8f)parently lost its head in its haste to
push the amendments to the Constitution
through,
completely
oblivious
of
vehement protests from all quarters, and
later retracted them ' 'magnanimously".
Now. has the Government learned any
lesson from its past blunders and become
wiser and more mature? Well, some
never learn, that's why history repeats
itself.
Dr. Mahathir has described Malaysia
as a nation of rurnour mongers. But as
long as the Government pursues its cult
of secrecy there is no way as to how it
cen stop people from being "crazy about
rumours". People want the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth.
This is their right. If the Government
were to turn a deaf ear this time to the
objections to the amendments to the
OSA as voiced by people from different
. . . . of life, then it would be promoting
whi!pering ca..-ian as what had

happened in the Japanese Occupation.
A knock on the door at midnight at that
time meant that the Kempeitai had
caught up with a rumo ur monger and
his days were numbered. We hope we
wouldn't be surrounded likewise with
a police state - excuse my wild imagination. As you know, untruths and
half-truths open up the Pandora box.
Dr. Mahathir said th~t in almost 30
years of the existence of the OSA only
3 people had been charged in court.
Maybe that's what's most disturbing.
Only 3. The others who should have been
nabbed must have got away because the
dragnet has been too loose. That's how
the two foreign journalists attached to
the Asian Wall Street Journal have
escaped with ease. Hence the necessity
of the amendments to the OSA in order
to tighten the screw. A one-year
minimum mandatory jail sentence is
indeed a frightening deterrent, enough
to make anyone shut up. If the amendments are to go through then we will
never know what's going on behind the
"sarong curtain". and a situation will
arise when a person who exposes corruption will be put away and the corrupted
will be protected!
Tunku Abdul Rahman said in the Star
(17-11·861. "Is there a need to rush
for the amendment to the Act of 1972?
Even at the height of emergency and
the Indonesian confrontation we did
not see the need for such a stringent
law." But consequential emergency and
self-made emergency are two different
things altogether. Albert Einstein said,
"Everybody acts not only under external
compulsion but also in accordance with
inner necessity . " (The emphasis is mine.)
That's it. We are much concerned about
the application of the inner necessity.
In the preceding paragraphs Tunku
said, ". . . . . we were proud in those
days to think that we were the only one
in South-East Asia which stood for
democracy, while the rest had set up
dictatorship. . . . Now it seems we are
veering away from democracy and are
following the ways of the other countries
and this is really regrettable as it is
opposed to the principle which we were
sworn to uphold." Of course we wouldn't
go to the limit of "naked" democracy.
. That is only practised in privacy, not
in the open.
Nature abhors a vacuum. OSA creates
one - in the head
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